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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, July 7, 1971

Twenty-Eight Beauties
In Fair Queen Contest
Hargrove, Mr. and Mrs. James
Hargrove, Peoples Bank; Patsy
Holton, Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Holton, McKeel Equipment
Company; Dianne Hornsby, Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Hornsby,
Rudy's Restaurant;
Rosa Hudspeth, Mr. and Mrs.
Lewis Hudspeth, LassiterMcKinney Datsun; Patricia
McCann, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
McCann, Sammon's Bakery;
Tress McCord, Mr. and Mrs.
Fred McCord, Hill Top Beauty
Salon; Wanda McNabb, Mr. and
Mrs. Scott McNabb, Taylor
Motors; Cindy Parker, Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Parker, The Place;
Daveene Perry, Mrs, Bessie
May Perry, Liberty Super
Market; Karen Scott, Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Scott, Murray Intleton's;
Vicki Gamble, Mr. and Mrs. surance Agency; Marilyn
MSU CENTURY CLUB MEMBERS: Twenty of the 31 members of the Murray
Edmond Gamble, Big K; Patty Simons, Mr. and Mrs. Chuck
State University Alumni Association Century Club were esi hand June 30 to receive
"Meet the Mormons",an Open Greer, Mr. and Mrs. Clint Greer, Simons, Bank of Murray; Jentheir membership certificates from Alumni Director Abseil Vinson, far right, at a
House featuring reproductions of Murray Drive-In; Sandra nifer Taylor, Mr. and Mrs.
garden party on the lawn of "Oakhurst," the president's home. Membership in the
religious paintings by Arnold
Tomrnye Taylor, Dwain Taylor
club is accorded individuals and organizations who contribute $100 or more to the
Friberg, will be held Thursday,
Chevrolet; Amy Wilson, Mr. and
Alumni Association's scholarship fund each year. Shown,front row, left to right,
Mrs. Owen Wilson, Campus
July 8, in the MSU Student Union
are: Col. Tom Brown, Lynahurst Resort; Edgar L. Howe, Tappan Co.; Bobby
Casual.
Buildingi
Grogan, First Federal Savings & Loan Co.; Murray Mate President and Mrs.
The Sigma Department of the
Friberg, an artist, is noted for The Ladies Steak Night for the
Harry M. Sparks; Mrs. M. 0. Wrather; Mrs. Imes Asses, Campus Casual; Mrs.
his religious paintings which Oaks Country Club will be held at Murray Woman's Club is for the
Helen Hogancamp; Miss Ann Herron Assistant MSU Librarian; and Miss Ruble
were featured in the promotion of the club on Monday, July 12, at eighth year sponsoring the
Smith, chairman of the Department of Elementary Education at Murray State.
Peauty pageant in conjunction
Cecil B. DeMille's film classic, 6:30 pin.
Small blaze under the old A&P
4 Back row,left to right: Kentucky poet and writer Jesse Stuart, who is conducting a
The Ten Commandments.
Reservations should be made with the Murray Jaycees, and all
building next to George Overwriters' workshop on the Murray campus; Leonard Vaughan, Murray Fabrics; Z.
Although Friberg is known by Saturday noon, July 10, with proceeds will benefit the summer
bey's office. Firemen made quick
Ent:, Elia Interiors; Dr. Guy Battle, chairman of the Department of English at
mostly for his religious pain- one of the following hostesses: kindergarten sponsored by the
work of extinguishing the fire.
the University; Charles Thurman, Ryan Milk Co.; Joe Dick, president, Bank of
tings, he recently did a series of Mrs. B. B. Hook 753-2387, Mrs. Sigmas.
Nobody knows how it started. We
Murray; Dan Hutson, Hutson Chemical Co.; George Griffin, Big K Department
Mrs. Don Keller and Mrs.0. B.
paintings for the celebration of Mike Morgan 753-6112, Mrs.
thought everything that could
Store; C. Wayne Doran, Murray Natural Gas Co., and Vinson. Members not
Boone, Jr., are serving as
the Football Centennial.
Delmer
Brewer
753-5114
or
Mrs.
burn had already done so.
present Included: Capri-Cheri Theater, People's Beak,Burger Chef, Mrs. Otis H.
chairman and co-chairman.
The film, "Man's Search for Kenneth Smith 753-3487.
Erwin, Freed Cotham Co.,Say-Rite Stores, Inc., T. Stead, The Kroger Co., HoltonHappiness", will be shown during
Folks getting their driveways
MeIngin Insurance, Resins E.Seater and the Murray Limber Co.
the open house. This film was
blacktopped. We don't plan to
seen by thousands of people at the
since we like to hear the gravel
New York World's Fair.
crunching.
THANKS!!
All people in the community
Barry Polston, city parks and are invited to attend the displays
Our Giant Sunflowers are
recreation director, has issued a between the hours of 9 a.m. and 4
reaching into the sky, well above
"Thank You" to all those persons p.m. this coming Thursday.
our head. The flower is just
who used the City Park over the
Capella Choir, Student uovernbeginnink $ind we hope for some
Fourth of July holiday for their
t, and the Pi Kappa Alpha
aunsesinisows-hieosmis.--Mrs.
Charles
Ernest
W
tti helping keep the park
aternfty: rttr was se/acted as a
passed away on Tuesday afthat he and
Fried chicken, potatoes, gravy, niversity, Nashville, Tenn. He member of Who's Who in ternoon at the Princeton clean. Polston said
were
pleasantly
sizhis
staff
Mrs.
Leon
son
of
Mr.
and
American
Colleges
and
is
the
salad ... that was our menu last
Hospital, Princeton, New Jersey, prisied at the small amount of A 1969 Ford Ranch wagon,
Four.
Murray
Route
Grogan
of
Universities.
night. That's really eating.
At Vanderbilt Grogan received following a nearly three year littering at the park over the turquoise, has been stolen from SAIGON (UPI) — American
Dr. Grogan has been appointed
surgery
general
internship
in
a
Smith Kline and French bout with cancer. She was the holiday.
the lot of Garland's Used Cars on 852 bombers rounded the Ho Chi
Fellow says that the reason many an
Virginia
University
of
fellowship
at
the
permitting him to wife of Rev. Charles Ernest
South 4th Street, according to the Minh trail in Laos today, flying
TWO CITED
parents do not take a hand in
Williams,
brother
of
James
C.
Va., work as a medical missionary in
report made to the Murray Police above the monsson rains and
Two
persons
were
cited
by
the
disciplining their offspring who Hospital in Charlottesville,
Williams of Murray.
the squalls left over from
are rebelling at college is the fear where his duties began July 1. Cameron, West Africa, the Mrs. Williams had been un- Murray Police Department on Department on Tuesday.
of 1970. He was acTuesday. They were one for Eurie Garland, owner of the Typhoon Harriet which brought
that they'll get mad and come Following his internship he plans summer
dergoing
treatment
for
some
to complete a residency in companied and assisted on this
firm,said the car had been stolen
home to stay.
and
apparently Improper registration and no from the lot on Tuesday, June 22. ground fighting to a virtual
tour by his wife, the former months
general surgery.
state
inspection
sticker
and
one
standstill along the Demilita- Two traffic collisions were
Fulton. Mrs. responding well until about five for improper registration, no city The
is rized Zone.
serial
number
President Nixon points out that The new doctor was an honor Carolyn Colley of
investigated by the Murray
months
ago
when
her
condition
David
auto sticker, and no state in- 9WZIYZ190279, according to the
Military sources said B52s Police Department on Tuesday,
the U.S. has the largest number graduate of Murray High School Grogan is a graduate of
became critical.
College
and
has
been
1963,
and
Lipscomb
class
of
In
the
police
report.
spection sticker.
flew some 30 sorties in but no injuries to persons were
of heroin addicts of any nation in
in the Nashville She is survived by her husband,
hammering the mountainous, listed on the reports filed by the
the world, yet does not grow or graduated from Murray State teaching
a
daughter
Lillian
and
a
son
University with honors in 1967 Metropolitan Schools.
jungle-shrouded trail that winds officers.
process opium.
Charles;
her
parents
Dr.
and
with an area in biology and Dr. Grogan and his wife are
400 miles down the Laotian
Cars involved in a collision at
presently residing at 2B Mrs. Ralph Nesbitt of Lai-Panhandle and is used by North 2:56 p.m. on Sycamore Street at
,Here In the U.S. over 108 million chemistry. While a student at
chmont,
New
York,
a
sister
Mrs.
Three,
Lochallen,
Route
active
in
Vietnam to funnel men and South 4th Street were a 1970 Ford
:motor vehicles crowded the Murray State he was
Richard Flanigan of New
Charlottesville, Va.
highways last year. student activities including the A
.nation's
r
four door driven by Carl D.
Providence, Rhode Island and a
Included are 89.3 million
Newberry of Route One, Dover,
brother Dr. George Nesbitt of
automobiles, 18.7 million trucks
Tenn., and a 1967 Cougar two
Chevy Chase, Maryland.
YORK (UPI)—Two train jumped the track and
NEW
and 379,000 buses. This does not
door hardtop driven by Lubie Lee
Mrs. Williams was a native of cars of a Penn Central struck a concrete pillar as it
include 2.8 million motorbikes
Veal m of Louisville.
Sunlit, New Jersey and spent commuter train derailed as it approached the track 30 platH
ana v.2 million trailers.
The police report said both cars
much of her childhood in India arrived at Qrand Central form-on the upper level.
while her father was in the Terminal during the morning The right front corner of the The regional WMU Day will be were going east on Sycamore
Terrorist or anarchist bombings
mission field.
rush hour today, killing at least first car in the train from held at the Jonathan Creek Street but had been moved when
in the United States from July 1, How big is the average family points out that, with mortality
Rev. Williams is a former one person and injuring several Brewster, N.Y., was sheared Baptist Assembly on Thursday, the police arrived. Damage to the
1970 to May 1 of 1971 numbered in Calloway County? Are local conditions as they are now, the Ledger and Times employee,and others.
off by the impact against the July 8, with registration to start Ford was on the rear end and to
1,378 with 106 injuries and 14 families larger or smaller than number of children born need was an honor graduate of Murray One man's leg was torn off as pillar. It tilted off the tracks, at 9:30
the Cougar on the front end.
a.m.
only be 2.13 per family to State University and Princeton the first car was ripped open pulling the second car with it.
deaths.
The second collision occurred
those in other communities?
Beginning
at
ten
a.m.,
the
The question of family size, maintain the national population Theological Seminary. He has like a tin can.
Tischler was sitting in the program will be presented. at 4:17 pin. on Maple Street
We are fed up with the Federal family planning and the placing at its present level.
completed his work for the The dead man was identified front of the first car which was Womir
seLnay
l buy their lunch at between 5th and 6th Streets
Trade
Commission
ad- of limitations on the con- Actually, in recent years, the doctorate and is presently pastor by police as Clinton D. nearly, full. None of the the
bly or bring a sack between a 1954 Ford pickup
vertisements which point up that centration of population to keep it number of children per family of the West Trenton Presbyterian Richmond, 38, of Chappaqua, occupants of the second car lunch driven by Charles ?Toward
merchants are a bunch of within manageable levels has has been far greater than that, Church.
N.Y. The passenger who lost a appeared seriously hurt.
Mrs. Crawford Ray, director of Watkins of 707 Vine Street,
thieves. The ads warn the in- become the subject of a national 3.18, which accounts for the The funeral will be held at 11:00 leg, identified as David Tis-, "I was sitting there reading the Blood River WMU,
urges all Murray, and a 1969 Mercury
overall growth in population, 13.3 a.m. Thursday at the West chler, was rushed to Bellevue the paper when the train
dividual about promotions of one dialogue.
women to attend this special Marquis driven by Mrs. Reba
kind or another, packafing of Biologists, ecologists and per cent in the last 10 years.
Trenton Presbyterian Church Hospital.
started bouncing and jumping program held annually at the Key Overbey of 707 Olive Street,
foods, and otherwise assume the others are greatly concerned President Nixon has taken note with Dr. J. I. McCord, president
Murray.
A passenger who escaped (Continued on Page Eight)
Baptist Assembly.
role of Big Brother. We think the about the steady deterioration of of the rising population pressures of
Police said Watkins, going west
Theological injury said the lead car in
Princeton
FTC should point up how mer- the environment through air and their affect on the quality of Seminary officiating The family
on Maple, told them he looked off
chants and business men form pollution, the piling up of waste daily life by appointing a requests no flowers.
at another moving vehicle and
the backbone of the economy of products, the contamination of "Commission on Population
when he looked back was over too
the United States, how many rivers and lakes and the rapid Growth and the American
far and collided with the Overbey
with
John
D.
people they employ and how they rate at which we are using up our Future,"
car going east on Maple Street.
Rockefeller III as chairman.
provide the source of most of the natural resources.
Damage to both vehicles was
tax revenue. We don't understand As voiced by Prof. John It does not mean that governon the left front ends.
this negative approach of the Thomas of Stanford University, ment is going to tell parents that
Sp5 Thomas T. Noel is
Federal Government.
"When we can deal adequately they can have only one or two
scheduled to arrive home July 27
with the people we have now, children. Rather, it is explained, Sheriff Clyde Steelc and from South Korea after serving
giving everyone enough food, it will seek to anticipate and deal Deputy Sheriff Maurice Wilson for thirteen months in the 2nd Bn.
?ART COLLIE DOG
housing, clothing, peace, love, with growth and migration were called to Pine Bluff Shores 72nd Armor B Company there.
Monday afternoon when a ten After his leave here, Sp5 Noel
Part 'Collie dog, male, four purpose and opportunity to problems.
Maurice
Deputy Sheriff
year old boy had been reported will be stationed in the 194th
months old,is free to someone for achieve and fulfill themselves,
Wilson investigated a one car
missing.
a pet. Call 753-7585 for in- we can then talk about more
Armored Brigade at Fort Knox.
accident fast night about 9:30 at
formation.
people and larger populations—
Noel is the son of Tyner Noel of
the intersection of the Wiswell
not before."
The local law officials said the Kirksey Route Two. He was
Road and the Johnny Robertson
In Calloway County, according
ten year old boy who was with his inducted into the Army on
Road.
to the current census figures, Revival services will be held at parents on vacation at a cottage February 6, 1970, and took his
Billy Joe Huie, driving a 1967
which show a population of 27,692 the New Providence Missionary at Pine Bluff Shores had gone off basic training at Fort Campbell
Oldsmobile, was going west on
distributed among some 9,104 Baptist Church starting Monday, in a boat with only gas enough in and his A.I.T. at Fort Knox
Wiswell Road when his car ran
households, there is an average July 12, and continuing through the tank to last about thirty training with tanks.
off the road into a ditch at the
of 304 persons per 100 local Sunday. July 18.
Sp5 Noel is married to the,
Road inJohnny Robertson
minutes.
ENSIGN CARL Roberts, left, is administering the oath to his tersection, according to Deputy
Partly cloudy and warm today households.
former Joyce Simpson, daughter
brother, Captain Daniel C. Roberts for the latter Roberts' re- Wilson.
Bro. Eugene Clark of Grace The young boy had been gone of Mr. and Mrs. James Simpson,
through Thursday with widely • This is less than is reported for
enlistment into the Army. Both are these= of Mr. and Mrs. Hollis
scattered afternoon and evening most sections of the United Baptist Church, Warren, Mich., about three hours when Sheriff 918 Carolyn Avenue, Nashville,
Huie was reported not injured,
Roberts and both graduated from Murray State University. Dan but was charged with public
thundershowers. Highs today and States, the average being 320 per will be the visiting minister to Steele and Deputy Wilson were Tenn. He was employed as a
will report to Fort Sam Houston in San Antonio and Carl is leaving drunkenness by Deputy Wilson.
Thursday in the low ilth to low 100 households. In the East South speak at the services each called. Shortly after they arrived machinist at Temco, Inc., NashMonday for Saigon and from there to his ship, stationed in the The car was towed away by the
evening at 7:30 p.m. The public is at the scene,the boy was towed in ville, Tenn., before entering the
90a. Lows tonight mostly in the Central States it is 331.
Gulf of Thailand.
by another boat owner.
OM.
The Department of Commerce invited.
Tabers Wrecker Service.
Twenty-eight local girls will Richard Braboy, Dor-Mae
compete for the title Miss Fashions;
Calloway County Fair Queen on Joyce Bramley, Mr. and Mrs.
the opening night of the fair, James Bramley, Roses; Jan
Monday, July 12. The pageant is Brower, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
scheduled to begin at 8:00 p.m. Brower, Murray Federal Savings
and Loan; Mary Lee Brownfield,
The entrants, their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Brownfield,
and sponsors include: Vicki Mademoiselle;
Terese
Andrews, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Carraway, Mr. and Mrs. Pat
Carraway, Jerry's Restaurant;
Debbie Cathey, Mrs. Mary B.
Jim
Andrews, Thurman Furniture; Cathey and Leon Cathey,
Mrs.
Debbie Bailey, Mr. and Mrs. A. Adams IGA; Debra Cavitt,
Johnson's
Cavitt,
C. Bailey, Kroger; Renet Marie
Colson, Mr. and
Ballard, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Grocery; Cindy
Lad and
Greer, Ryan Milk Company; Mrs. Cletus Colson,
Karen Braboy, Mr. and Mrs. Lassie; Patsy Fitts, Mr.and Mrs.
Cecil Fitts, Town and Country;
Georgianna Furgerson, Mr. and

At SUB On Thursday

• les teak Night
Planned At Oaks

Edwin Leon Grogan II Interning
Now At Hospital, Charlottesville

Death Claims Mrs.
Ernest Williams
On Yesterday

Traffic Collisions
Are Investigated
By The City Police

One Killed When Two Cars
Of Commuter Train Derail

Regional WMU Day
Planned Thursday

Sp5 Thomas Noel
Returns From Tour
Of South Korea

Revival Planned At
Providence Church

The Weather

P
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PAGE THHE
The Almanac
RATS'RAMPAGE
By United Press International
Today is Wednesclay, July 7,
STOCKHOLM — Thousands
he 188th day of 1971.
hungry rats from a refuse
The moon is between its first
The daily cooling effect of a of
closed down recently inluarter and full phase.
healthy, mature tree is equiva- hunp
The morning stars are Venus, lent to 10 room-sized air condi- vaded Lillaan, central Sweden
feared they may attack hu
Mars and Saturn.
tioners operating 20 hours a It is
The evening stars are Mercu- day, according to the Southern mans and animals.
ry and Jupiter.
Forest Institute.
Through the process of banks of the Delaware River in
Those born on this day are
evaporation, air beneath a Philadelphia, where William
under the sign of Cancer.
Austrian composer Gustaf tree's limbs may be as much as Penn landed in the 17th CenMahler was born July 7, 1860. 20 degrees cooler than just a tury, are to be turned into an
few feet outside the branches. impressive tourist center.
On this day in history: 3
By 1976, the city's bicentenIn 1846 Commodore J. . Sloat
nial year, the center will have
of the U.S. Navy proclimed the
shops, hotels, night clubs and
annexation of California by the
museums. The center will cost
United States.
more
then $50 million.
PHILADELPHIA — The
In 1898 President William
McKinley signed a joint
resolution
Congress
of
authorizing the annexation of
Hawaii by the United States.
•
Hawaii became the 50th state on
k .• I
•
•
Aug. 21, 1959.
•
In 1941 President Franklin D. •
•
•
Roosevelt told Congress that U.S. • co.POWS Pore
•
A NW
naval forces, moving to forestall • Of OMITS
•
a possible Nazi invasion, had • OIKIOLICTOI
•
landed on Iceland with that •
•
•
•
country's permission.

Trees act like
air conditioners
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New tourist center
honors Willian Penn
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Ten Years Ago Today

•••••.•••.••••••.•.a.p...t.r.••••
•

/JOG= & TOWS MA

:ant

ADULTS
• Ja AU SHOWS
•

Marcia Gail Chumbler, Murray State student from Mayfield,
was chosen "Miss Kentucky" at Covington and will represent the
state in the "Miss Universe" pageant at Miami Beach, Fla., July
7. She was recently chosen queen of the Mountain Laurel Festival
at Pineville.
Cadet Johnny Parker, son of Mr. and Mrs. Johnny D. Parker,
was selected to act as Battle Group S-2 for the opening parade of
the Fort Knox ROTC Summer Camp.
Lynn Stranak is the leading hitter with a .500 average in the
Little League.
Miss Nancy Lou Lovins and Charles Wayne Byers were
married June 23 at the Scotts Grove Baptist Church.
Mr.and Mrs. James Dale Erwin are the parents of a baby boy
born last week at the Murray Hospital.

IlL
MirtaCie

*11.11

The grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and the love of God, and the
enmenendes of the Holy Ghost, be with you all. Amen.—II
Cerinthians 13:14.
The mystery of the Holy Trinity was never explained by Paul,
but that did not stop him form blessing people with the benefits of
that mystery.

Isn't It The Truth
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The greatest of the evils in politics is that so many
legislators and officeholders come to believe what
they deceive about.
"The people want to be deceived."
—Dictionary of Opinions

i.,;_r`;:z.:•
4.111Lisar.'
MOUNTAIN TRAMCAR TRIP AIDS HEARING—Mrs. Roy
Jurich of Escalon, Calif., talks with her daughter Kathy,
17, who regained one-third normal hearing during a
tramcar trip up 8,500-foot Mt. San Jacinto.

•

ONE MA"
4 LOOk

ANOTkER. MAN'S CEILIK)6

Navy's modern
LSTs larger,
faster, efficient
By JOHN P1NKERMAN
Copley News Service
CORONADO, Calif. — Millions of soldiers, sailors and
Marines familiar with the slowmoving LST (landing ship
tank) of World War II and the
Korean War would be amazed.
to see life aboard the faster;.
larger and more efficient ships
of the 1970s.
The USS Tuscaloosa (LST
1187), based in San Diego and
less than a year old, is one of
the new breed. It personifies
the Navy's pride in a 20-knot
amphibious force because it
will do better than 20 knots.
This compares to the 8-knot
speed of the old ships, a disadvantage that forced other faster vessels to slow down in order
to keep a convoy intact.
There are 20 of the new ships
in service or about to go in
service — three built in the
Philadelphia Naval Shipyard
and 17 by the National Steel and
Shipbuilding Co. at San Diego.
Their cost runs $14.6 million
each, compared to $1.3 million
for each of 1,151 LSTs built during World War II.
A two-day stay aboard the
Tuscaloosa during night and
morning landing exercises in
the Pacific Ocean off Coronado
gave clear evidence of the vast
new capabilities in thLs 8,300ton warship.
"We have a versatility that
those concerned with the older
ISTs never di-earned of." Lt.

THE OLD AND NEW—The evolution of the 1ST (landing ship tank) is reflected in these photos
Top is the USS Tuscaloosa, a new 24-knot vessel with many capabilities. Below Is one of the older
models so familiar to Invasion-bound %Pr% if emen of World War II.

NOBEL PRIZE
This year's Nobel Prizes will
be worth more than $86,000, an
increase of more than 88,400
over last year, the Nobel Foundation recent! announced

CYriclr. Harry Kensley, commanding officer, said in an interview aboard the Tuscaloosa.
"We can unload LVTs amphibious tanks and tractbrs)
through the stern ramp at sea.
We can carry two causeways
and later -marry' the causeways to the stern ramp. We
have two 10-ton booms to lift
cargo out of hatches to a smaller craft laying alongside
"We have two helicopter
pads for movement of troops or
cargo. And we have the new
bow system with a 112-foot
aluminum landing ramp,
sometimes unloading right on
the beach, sometimes in shallow water, sometimes onto a
_seway." This unique system permits a pointed bow —
me that guarantees the speed
impossible with the old blunt
and open-door bow — and includes a protruding cantilever
beam structure to support the
35-ton unloading ramp.
The 552-foot Tuscaloosa
( compared to World War 11328foot LSTs has many interior
features that would pop the
eyes of those who endured the
austere routine of LST life in
the '40s. The power alone — six
V-16 diesel engines totaling
16,000 horsepower with twin
shafts almost identical to engines used on railroad locomotives — provides that 20-knot
push so necessary to a fastmoving naval convoy.
Crew comforts for the 190 enlisted men and 13 officers ( plus
up to 400 troops in assault
operations are beyond the belief of a World War II soldier or
sailor. There is around-theclock fresh water instead of
-water hours" — half an hour
of fresh water once a day. "No,
we don't need water hours,"
. Kensley said. "We have a
'42,000-gallon capacity and our
conversion (from salt water )
systems make 24,000 gallons a
day. That's plenty at our 40 gallons per man per day rate."
The officers ward room is
deeply carpeted, paneled, complete with television (useful
when in range of a transmitter ), movie facilities and, as is
custom in the Navy, aroundthe-clock coffee. The enlisted
mess hall is a bevy of bright
colors — blue, yellow and
orange and, like the rest (lithe
ship, completely air-conditioned. Stateroom -furniture"
includes a safe.
The food is — well, here is the
noon meal served during this
visit to the ship: green salad,
soup, steak, mushrooms, corn,
string beans, baked potato, hot
rolls and ice cream with raspberries.
All crew members eat the
same food — officers, chiefs
and other enlisted men.
The cold storage rooms are
packed with frozen beef and
other delicacies. There even is
a bar aboard — an ice cream

•
•

ALSO

1,

an Anatomy ot Auction!'
•

IILMING
uLTRASCOPE
kifir766.
7:30 - 9:10
7:45-9:15 [X •
4,••••••••••••••#•••••••••,...•••
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SENSING
THE NEWS
By Anthony Harrigan
executive vice

PRESIDENT

Southern States Industrial Council
LEGAL HARASSMENT

Harassment of reputable businessess is increasing year by
year. Enemies of free enterprise are demanding that concepts of
criminality that have been applied to individuals should be extended to corporations. Efforts also are being made in the
Congress to obtain legislative approval for class action lawsuits
whereby the claims of thousands of plaintiffs could be pooled. If
such suits are permitted, unscrupulous attorneys would be in a
position to file massive claims in hope of collecting large settlements and fees.
Less publicized but very significant is another harassing action—the product liability suit.
Plaintiffs' lawyers have discovered a lucrative activity in the
filing of actions against manufacturers after workmen's compensation and personal injury avenues have been exhausted.
Claims are based on allegedly inadequate instructions published
by manufacturers, allegedly misleading sales literature, and
actual failure of the product—without regard to the time it has
been in service or misuse of the equipment.
The increase in the number of product liability suits has led to
major hikes in product liability insurance premiums. In some
cases, the cost of insurance has been multipled twelve times.
Suits have been filed covering products in service as much as nine
years and not under the manufacturer's control or maintenance.
Reputable manufacturers stand behind their products and
equipment. Obviously, however, there has to be some time limit
on performance guarantees. The purchaser has rights. But the
manufacturer also has to have protection, as in the case where a
purchaser has ignored instructions or abused equipment.
In today's anti-business atmosphere, the manufacturer is increasingly vulnerable. There is a growing bias in favor of the
"consumer" that inevitably damages the manufacturer's position
when he comes into court.
Recognizing the emotional strength of "consumerism," the
unscrupulous attorney is quick to take questionable cases into
court—believing that he can make the worse appear the better
cause. The difficulty facing the small company is especially'
heavy,for it can't afford to spend large stuns on legal assistance.
In some cases, companies have to combat "consumer protection"
igencies that are supported by taxpayer funds. Such agencies are
n a position to select a group of companies as targets and sustain
i heavy legal assault over a lengthy period. These companies can
ie made to appear "bad guys" in the public eye.
At the moment, manufacturers of industrial equipment are the
seimary targets. But it is likely that the attack will be broadened
o cover a wide range of commercial activities. For example, the
nore radical of the "consumer protection" types most probably
trill zero-in on advertisers and newspapers and magazines.

In this connection, Battle Line recently reported that selfrociairned consumer advocate Ralph Nader is suing a bread
ximpany, alleging that its advertisements deceive parents into
hinking their children will become healthy if they eat the coinamy's products.
No manufacturer would say that he should be exempt from
egal action But the manufacturer does believe he is entitled to
!gust justice under the law. Fair-minded citizens no doubt believe
hat the law should not be distorted into an instrument of
larassment.
The successful working of our society and economic system
iepends on an intricate network of rights and responsibilities. The
excessive emphasis on "consumer protection," with consequent
iovrngrading of "producer protection," is extremely disruptive
)ne effect will be to increase the cost of products available to the
public. More than that, the legal harassment will inhibit
Manufacturing, an activity on which the economic well-being ol
the American people depends.
bar There is a reasonably
complex PX — where a $110
wristwatch sells for $51.85 cost
plus 10 per cent). In the galley
there are two soup pots with a
iota) capacity of 100 gallons —
3,200 plates of soup The bakery
produces the ship's own bread
and during this visit, COMMA.saryman 2nd Class Wilfred

Morrison of Anza, Calif., was
withdrawing 20 cherry piei
from the oven. "This is a great
ship, and I love baking," Mor
rison said.
The average television viewer spends 12 years of his life in
front of the set, according to a
survey by television manufacturers.
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A thought for today: Matthew
Henry said: "None is so blind
as those who will not see."
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In 1970 46 persons were shot
during rioting by blacks in
Asbury Park, N. J.

20 Years Ago Today
Dennis Burton,age 64, died in Detroit, Mich. Funeral and burial
services were held at New Providence Church of Christ here.
Eddie T. Riley, son of Mr. and Mrs. John Ftiley of Murray, is
serving with the Army in Korea.
George H. Pittrnan, age 87, is said to have the best memory of
any men on the east side, according to a feature story written by
Lochie Faye Hari.
•
Mrs.H.C. Corn presented the program at the meeting of Group
II of the Christian Women's Fellowship of the First Christian
Church held at the home of Mrs. A. B. Austin,South 8th Street.
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Nicklaus Favored In British
Open; Trevino, Casper Rated
SOUTHPORT, England (UPI) Nicklaus-the 4-1 favoritesupported him.
-The last four holes at Royal came in with a
final practice "Wind and sun for the rest of
Birkdale are rated among the round of 69 but
didn't like the the week won't dry them out,"
hardest finishing holes in the greens; wise-cracking
Lee Tre- he said.
world. But don't tell golfing vino came in
oozing confidence The "Golden Bear," who is
"millionaire" Billy Casper.
to newsmen but then quit fast gaining a reputation for his
The 40-year-old, two-time U.S.
practicing because he didn't outspoken criticism of golf
Open winner wound up a final
like the crowds, and British courses, also claimed that the
practice round for the 100th
amateur champion Steve Mel- sxth hole, changed from a parBritish Open Tuesday by nyk came in
disgusted with five to a par-four by decreasing
posting eagles at the last two,
himself because he didn't like its length and the addition of a
both of which are par-fives.
his game.
bunker was not quite in line.
"If I can do that in every Four
other Americans, Arround of the Open then I'll be
nold Palmer, Bob Murphy, Ken "It's a good par-four for me
happy," Casper said after Venturi and Dave Hill didn't and about 10 others who can
chipping into the last hole from come in at all, although the drive over the bunker but it's
10 yards off the green.
royal and ancient broke their strictly par-five for most of the
Rated a 12-1 shot for the title, own tow-nament rules and
kept boys," he said.
Capser was one of the happier spots open for them just in case After shooting a 78, Trevino
of the 15 Americans among a they
headed for a putting session but
did.
55-strong foreign contingent Nicklaus, striving to
win his abruptly quit, complaining the
competing in the $108,000 third title in six years, claimed area was not roped off and
classic beginning today.
the greens were too spongy and there were too many people
Defending champion Jack too slow and most of the field about.

300 Riders
Enter WKHA
Horse Show
MAYFIELD, Ky.-The Western Kentucky Horseman's Association held its annual Fourth
of July show here Saturday
night, with over 300 riders altering competition.
Jerry Smith. Peggy Atkins,
and the Morris and Champion
families were the big Idnille&
Next Saturdays Mow win be
held at the Liviaptoo Riding
Club at Burns.
1. Mho. Ciaa•-•••• 11,06-Ilsbe
King !gni 13,11 Doer-rinesiCa.

Ladd And
English
Take Races
By

Cash's Bat Powers
Tigers Over Yanks

Jame Breeden

sly VITO STELLJNO
Kansas City blanked Milwaukee Don Buford, Brooks Robinson
night at Keeling
UPI Sports Writer
1-0 and California outslugged and Mery Rettendmund hit first
Speedway, Jerry English, 6, was
inning homers that powered
The American League's lead- Minnesota 7-5.
the top money winner in the
League,
National
Baltimore over Washington 'in
the
In
be
run
hitter
may
ing
home
fourth heat and feature race.
York 5-1, the first game.
English was also the top qualifie. conspicuous by his absence in Montreal topped New
Hall's throwing
The first heat was won by Jerry the All-Star game Tuesday Atlanta edged Philadelphia 5-2, But Dick
Angeles 3-1, error in the seventh inning of
Los
Chicago
beat
Detroit.
night
in
White, 13. Melvin Woodford, 14Jr.
The Detroit first baseman, Pittsburgh downed Cincinnati 5- the second game let in the
took the second heat and Paul
Norm
Cash, took over the 2 and Houston defeatel San deciding run and gave the
Hogur, 88, the third heat.
Senators the victory. The
league
lead
in homers Tuesday Francisco, 5-2.
Top Qaulifiers- 1. Jerry
suffered a
1•••• English 6, 22.38, 2. Melvin night with a pair of three-run
rr i
ln gaIai
Cookie Rojas hit a sacrifice Orioles could have
i
ll101cr
•la
me
1,-anime
night when
Monday
loss
costly
that
powered
the
Tigers
shots
inning
and
the
fourth
Woodford
fly
in
14 Jr., 22.41, 3. Jesse
Peel Lao%5-W
is2. ran
to a 12-7 victory over the New Dick Drago pitched a six-hitter Mike Cuellar suffered a neck
Ladd 77, 23.37.
Jack; Jo Ben
accident but
•
1
7
/
inr Claile-J2111Men-424.8672
First Heat-I. Jerry White, 13, York Yankees.
to give Kansas City the victory sprain in an auto
3. Tyska air IIIDd
2. Bill Keeling 24 Jr., 3. Carl But even though Cash has a over Milwaukee. This was the the club is hoping the injury
Dirweenb-OMMM becks
Douglas 8, 4. Bobby Yates 33, 5. .295 average and 19 homers, the fourth time in the last five isn't serious.
Rah
Uabarintri
Ken McMullen's two-run hoTigers believe manager Earl starts the Royals have been
Gene Wring 48.
eiri-ivior Vow
mer
and Ken Berry's two-run
•
(114
1'
...=.14r
team
left
Cash
off
the
Weaver
Melvin
Second
1.
game,
winning
Heatin
a
1-0
Involved
Lela
-Popsy*: Jinni
highlighted a four-run
single
completed
the
All-Star
when
he
Atkins Myhan
31,
Woodford 14 Jr., 2. Bill
two and losing two.
114
ing=
noes Paals
eighth inning that lifted Califorsquad, although the official
WM
ali& Wagons rbeseni areas.
3.
26,
4.
Jesse
Rodgers
Raymond
=en
assa_4
iog 2
W
3=
nia past Minnesota. The Angels
announcement won't be made
Ladd 77, 5. Jerry English 6.
Pen
had
a 15-hit attack with
week.
until
later
this
Hogue,
Paul
Third Heat- 1.
WInitt-elleer DIM&
McMullen collecting three of
I. Ton .nos-aai P•0011-asi Feu 88, 2. Roy Rodgers 115, 3. Larry
"I think it's a disgrace and
ionsii.e
eS
dieg
amida
=
John Watt-Lions
them.
Dunn Robby
Walston 56, 4. Bill Adams 17, 5. I've told Joe Cronin (the AL
N
J
Dave Duncan's run-scoring
president) that," general mana"
ntetia
geiane-Nameg WWI Bob Ricks 16.
7. Pis
Dein Nence-Rehr Den
Twenty-eight
couples par- double and run-roducing singles
Rem Debbie=
Fourth Heat- 1. Jerry English ger Jim Campbell said.
Larry
ticipated in the two-call - by Larry Brown and Dick
OM,* Greg
6,2. Bill Myhan 31, 3. Jesse Ladd "This is the first time in
Dachas&
S. Thren-Oidted
years the leading home run foursome played at the Oaks Green capped a six-run rally in
Rodgers26,
5.
77,
4.
Raymond
Rhoads Hohnee-lhatis
the fifth inning and lifted
hitter hasn't made the All-Star Country Club July 5.
beeriest Ribbons David
on. Carl Douglas 8.
Dell: Dem..
Bill Seale and Bobbie Oakland past Chicago. Diego
team," manager Billy Oartin
8.•.; Warm ilohL=0••••• DOI&
1.
Jerry
Feature
Race.001
10-61
02
11. Western
Buchanan tied with J. P. Parker Segui went eight innings to get
NEW YORK (UPI(-There million vote getters were averages in malting their Morrie-nue
ViZ
mo er..
= English 6, 2. Jesse Ladd 77,3. Bill said.
and Janice Stubblefield for low the victory and Bob Locker
Hobo RAI Pads Joe
hit
his
two
three-run
Cash
can be no surprise that two old Cincinnati catcher Johnny selections as two of the Playboy;
14
Melvin
Woodford
Myhan 31, 4.
Detail nntlite-nkint SSW
Joel Toon-Dutchein.
blasts in the second and fourth score with a 39. Close behind with finished up.
favorites of the fans-Hank Bench at 1,060,651 and Boston American
starters, it0;
Jr., 5. Raymond Rodgers 26.
League
10. Country Means» (Westea)-1.6AL,
Ann
innings to hand Mickey Lolich a 40 was the team of Mickie John Kennedy tripled in the
Dee
Aaron and Willie Mays-were outfielder Carl Yastrzeinski at Powell and Aparicio, are hitting kw Charades-Tenn
rainy
weather
and
Wrecks
ridge-Mx. lids Ulu* _1•••••-allM
Boggess and Grace James.
the top two vote-getters in the 1,002,908.
under 225 Only three of the top Be. Dodds-Aid Lad MOM Pala marked the big July 4 races held his 13th victory. Staked to a 7-0 Low net winners were: Thomas tieing run and scored the
deciding run on Jack Heidegave
Lolich
coasted
and
lead,
for
the
starting
balloting
fees'
r-Dawl•
isatirita
j
Monday night at Keeling. The top
The starting National League ten hitters in the National 11,
44
Jones and Mary Alice Smith, inarin's throwing error in the
Meek Diamegin W. EL
National League team in the team will have Willie McCovey League and just two in the Greg
five qualifiers receive money up 11 hits.
Pad
first; Ken Adams and Carolyn sixth
as
Boston
defeated
Kr. Travelers Kum
420d All-Star game in Detroit of San Francisco at first, Glenn American League were selected es
compared to the usual top three. In the other AL games,
11.7.
Lane,second; and Wallace Ford Cleveland. Sonny Siebert went
6-2
Baltimore
beat
Washington
risswww
calmer
next Tuesday night.
11.
Melvin Woodford,14 Jr. took first
Beckert of the Chicago Cubs at by the fans.
Ckanaides-nmys
and Doris Rose, third.
six innings to get his 13th
Aaron led all players in the second, Joe Torre of the St. The fans voted for five of
Rod Robins lb•War
place with a 23.05 second winning but lost the second game 3-2,
and
Gary
Peters
Boston edged Cleveland 3-2, A pot lunck lunch was served victory
balloting with 1,119,306 votes Louis Cardinals at third, Bud same eight players in
risno•-Den.
the $50.00.
following the tournament.
13. Pliiioure
finished
up.
9-4,
Oakland
routed
Chicago
while Mays was second in the Harrelson of the New York American League-Powell, Ca- Idon-Tonsi
Jerry
saw
The second heat
LaRue N
old Palmer-Rig les; Maws Mao. English 6,
National League with 1,084,887 Mets at short, Bench at catcher rew, Aparicio, Yastrzeiriski and simia-Clippers
go over the entam wasisesas-Latue
votes. A total of 2,396,895 votes and Aaron. Mays and Willie Frank Robinson-for the second Lodi.
bankment, putting his car out for
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were cast this year-about Stargell of the Pittsburgh straight year. In the National da Cierk-Dub's nays(P:
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the night. Roy Rodgers 115, also
Nan nor; Sandy Winitt-C2A1114
360,000 more than last season Pirates in the outfield.
went over but with no major
League, four players-Mays, WM. Smith-Etobe King Tank
Lanais.
when baseball conducted the The American League team Aaron, Bench and Beckert- Doan-Combo
I& Pots Beading (ir.)-Ir. Dike- damage. The best trick of the
Bev
Zein
Rex; Ricky Hunt-Gay
first computerized balloting by will have Boog Powell of were named as repeaters.
night was staged by Melvin
Wicker-Blact Jack; Denise Palms&
Terri Smilay-itidnight.
the fans.
Woodford 14Jr., as he went over
Baltimore at first base, Rod Although Carew was selected -Tony;
tending
(
Pole
le.
The top vote-getting in the Carew of Minnesota at second, last season, Dave Johnson of Dickerson-Mr. Sammy;
.°".3
POIMP
7= the enbankment circled the
-Rand Time geld; Rita Camel Mgr.
American League was Balti- Robinson of Baltirnore at third, Baltimore started the game lie; Patsy Palnier-nillias Chilitru. parking lot and drove back on the
eon-Golden Pit.
more's Brooks Robinson, who Luis Aparicio of Boston at
track.
ause Carew was injured.
17. POI* Bending (aolin)-Preel PAW
wt.-Gold arieseru •••••ta (tennefinished with 1,110,469-only shortstop, Ray Fosse of Cleve- While the fans pick the eight lian's
The major event of the night
•11; Joe Gmtri
Storiz:_ais4
about 9,000 votes behind Aaron. land at catcher and Yastrzem- starters in each league, the
was the feature race with fifteen
arks,.
Besides Aaron of Atlanta, ski, Tony Oliva of Minnesota managers-Earl Weaver of it. wastage Pleasore Unen)-4mTY laps, paying $250.00 for first
niattki-liebe nne_ riesis Guy DunItohinson and Mays of San and Frank Robinson of Balti- Baltimore and Sparky Anderson Combo
Lonna. Rill Warren-Chub*, place. Melvin Woodford 14Jr.,
Playboy;
Rill Iferri•-illue Nor; Hrtr.
other
Pirancisco, the only
of Cincinnati-will choose the old Gomm-neat
took the led and held it for over 14
more in the 9utfield.
Red.
15, Walking Horse-C. C. wa..wehe was
The closest race in the pitchers and the subs on the 28- Golden
Dem Trod Creams-MUT/ laps, but in the final lap
Bore Cindy.
nosed out by Jesse Ladd, 77,
U* National League came at man squads.,
end
▪
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Two.of this-ifailmican'
rtisiagus.
es leaseielson Ranitio
murIPL•iittile Larrie
M
curve.
to' starters, Fosse and Oliva, are lone's-Rod: Robert Thurman-Charlie.
57,127 votes compared
II, Pony Barrels-Keith WicksQualifiers- I. Melvin
Top
489,847 for Chicago's Don both currently sidelined on a Black Jack. DUI Atkine-Black Bart:
PuckAryan
By United Press International Kessinger and 459,207 for Los "day-to-day" basis but both Marl Chanalyere-Toveeri
Woodford, 14Jr., 23.05, 2. Paul
Leading Batters
Hogue, 88, 23.36, 3. Bill Myhan,
Angeles' Maury Wills. Ironical- may be well in time to play.
League
31, 23.77, 4. Jesse Ladd, 77, 23.83,
ly, Harrelson is hitting .269 Fosse has an injured hand and
I
r
d
A4kLa.-Marl
GAB R. H. Pct. compared to .293 for Wills and Oliva an ailing knee.
i
sz. jurilursliibudirall!lathyi
::
S. Raymond Rodgers, 26, 23.92.
"IllaYPI:"'"(Cjrrb";LwCLCs1"°..7"aiAlliep,.Wllg:UilLvs:Ar":BrAW-t-•
Torre, St.L
83 324 51 118 .364 .291 for Kessinger.
Two National League star- Mao-Chief. Patsy Palmer First Heat-- I. Jimmy
Davis, LA
83 337 53 118 .350 The closest race in the ters, McCovey and Stargell, are Denise Hunter; Chris Wilson-Golden Mooreland, 34, 2. Dennis
artr
oe
- ween)-limmy At54. itarrel
Bart, Chi
77 310 50 108 ,348 American League was for the also sidelined. McCovey is on kins
Carrigan, 21, 3, Carl Douglas 8,4.
-Rand Time Reed; Johnny DolRios. Joe
Brock, St.L 80 327 59 110 .336 third outfield spot as Frank the disabled list until Thursday ton-Dam Id McNeil-Hobo Roberto
Bill Adams, 17, 5. Johnny Allen,
Hoop,
Tred
er-Mars
ta:
.
Clemte, Pit 73 290 48 97 .334 Robinson received 633,217 votes but then expects to return to Chic
S9.
1
,
,g Rama 10.1,-Misikeel Wiener
.
Peptne, Chi 62 231 31 76 .329 to beat out Bobby Murcer of the lineup while Stargell has _ft../
Second Heat-- 1. Larry
7/11.2-Was Rage (opino--aruee RouGarr, At]
85 353 61 115 .326 New York, who had 606,203 been out of the lineup since he tes;
Walston, 56, 2. Raymond
Merman Carrol-ileastr: Billy
1.4.0 Crenshaw67 273 49 88 .322 votes. Murcer is outhitting ran into a wall last Saturday CarrelQuay.Charlie;
Cash, Pit
Bill Myhan, 31, 4.
Handy; nana•th Hughes. Rodgers, 26, 3.
Beau Milan, AU
82 326 43 104 .319 Frank by 40 points.
27. Insure 1 Speed Race loyea)- Jerry White, 13, 5. Rudy Collier,
but is listed as being available
Atkins - Rand 'Mae Reed;
72 265 50 84.317 But the fans didn't follow the to pinch-hit and may be ready Peggy
Strgl, Pit
Johnny Rolton-Dan; Rd McNeil- 12.
Hobo King; Joe Matiser-Mary HOOP:
American League
by Tuesday.
Third Heat- I. Jesse Ladd, 77,
Kenneth Qeurta-,iims Stormy /ten
G. AB R. H. Pet. ZiCSC3e=iii:ISCeCetblZ%0CD4:0=-=4
2. Melvin Woodford, 14 Jr., 3.
Oliva, Minn 69 270 51 101 .374
Cotton Glisson, 43, 4. John
Murcer, NY 79 284 47 97 .342
McElrath, 220, 5. Gary RichardBuford, Bal 65 243 64 77 .317
son, 5.
Kaline, Det 68 222 41 70 .314
Fourth Heat-i. Bill Myhan,31,
76 302 46 94 .311 z-cseDesescscsa=e
Otis, KC
2. Raymond Rodgers, 26, 3. Rudy
League
Standings
Major
Rojas, KC
77 280 38 87 .311
Collier, 12,4. Scott Soloman, 34, 5.
1Rchdt, Chi
67 252 26 77 .306 By United Press International
Johnny Allen, S9.
American League
Rttnind, Bal 67 214 36 65 .304
Feature Race- 1. Jesse Ladd,
East
a lean beef cheeseburger. Both
May, Mil
75 266 42 80 .301
77, 2. Rayond Rodgers, 26, 3. Roy
Pct.
GB
W.
L
Hwrd, Wsh
79 298 14 89299
Rodgers, 115, 4. Larry Walston,
BURGER
Baltimore
50 31 .617
Home Runs
56, 5. Scott Soloman, 34.
47
33
.588
21
/
2
Boston
National League: Stargell,
An effort is being made to
44 37 .543 6
Pitt 28; Aaron, Atl M; May, Detroit
improve the competition and
37 46 .446 14
Cmn 21; Bonds, SF 19; Bench, New York
create more enthusiasm in the
Cleveland
36 46 .439 141
/
2
Cm and Colbert, SD 18.
thing I remember is that he feature race. Racing fans will
CARNICELLI
By
JOE
33 48 .407 17
American League: Cash, Det Washington
take up a "pot" to be matched by
was jawing from out there.
UPI Sports Writer
West
-ii and Oliva, Minn
19; Melton, 01
The main reason Ellis may other fans and this money will go
Dock Ellis has all the
W. L. Pet. GB
18;'Smith, Hos and Jackson,
credentials but he still doesn't not start is that he's pitching to the driver who upsets Jerry
Oakland
53 28 .654
Oak 17.
think he'll start in next Sunday against Atlanta. But he English, long time favorite and
10
42
37
.532
Kansas
City
Runs Batted In
game added: "Because of my elbow consistent winner.
/
2 Tuesday night's All-Star'
39 43 476 141
But BURGER CHEF thinks
National League: Stargell, Minnesota
trouble, I usually don't throw It is felt that this money will
Detroit.
in
/
2
38 48 .442 171
Pitt 80; Aaron, AU 64; Santo, California
recorded
his
Ellis
12th between starts, but if they want give added incentive to drivers as
34 45 .430 18
Chi and Torre, St.L 60; Chicago
consecutive victory and 14th of me to, I'll flip three innings in well as to attract more and better
Milwaukee
34 45 .430 18
drivers to the weekly racing
Montanez, Phil 57.
the season Tuesday night when Detroit."
Tuesday's Results
American League: Killebrew,
Pittsburgh Pirates beat the
tripled in two runs event. The driver who beats
the
Al
Oliver
Twi
Minn 56; Powell, Bait and Bait 8 Wash 2, 1st,
Cincinnati Reds 5-2. He ranks in the eighth inning and scored English will not only get the
1Petrocelli, Bos 54; White, NY Wash 3 Balt 2, hid, night ght
as the National League's on Sanguillen's infield out to matched pot but also pick up $170
5, night
51; B. Robinson, Salt. Melton, California 7 Minn
leading pitcher with a 14-3 lead the Pirates past the Reds. for winning the feature race.
Kan City 1 Milwaukee 0, night
Chi and Bando, Oak 50.
Roberto Clemente gave Pit
record.
P
Oakland 9 Chicago 4, night
On presentation of this coupon, reward me tor a hard week's work by Air
Pitching
\Tb
But Ellis feels that a tsburgh a 2-1 lead in the sixth SAFETY TRADED
12
New
York
7,
night
Detroit
P
serving me a SUPER TREAT FOR 25i LESS THAN THE REGULAR '"
Pitt
National League: Ellis,
personality conflict with Sparky when he tripled-his 2,800th DALLAS (UPI)-The Dallas
Cleveland 2, night
PRICE. I UNDERSTAND THIS OFFER IS ONLY Thum,Fri.,& Sat.
P
14-3; Jenkins, Chi 12-8; Dierker, Boston 3
Anderson, the Cincinnati mana- career hit-and scored on Cowboys Tuesday traded safety
And I also know a Super Treat is: a Super Shef Sandwich - a full
P
National League
Moo 11-4; Carlton, St.1... 11-5;
ger who'll handle the ML Stars Richie Hebner's sacrifice fly. Mike Gaechter to the New York
quarter pound of lean beef broiled over an open flame, trimmed with
8
10.
East
/
2 Giants in exchange for an
five tied with
this year, and one of baseball's The victory left the Pirates 51
fresh lettuce, crunchy pickles and onions, juicy tomatoes, catsup, dressW. L. Pct. GB "unwritten laws" will keep him games ahead of New York undisclosed draft choice. The
American League: Blue, Oak
ing - and • generous helping of hot melted cheese - plus an order of
53 31 .631 ... from starting.
17-3; McNally, Bait 13-4; Pittsburgh
which lost to Montreal 5-1, in 31-year-old Gaechter missed the
crisp, tender french fries and my choice of a large soft drink.
46 35 .575 5/
1
2 Ellis, who said a couple of the Eastern Division race.
entire 1970 season because of a
This offer good only
Lolich, Det 13-6; Cuellar, Bait New York
WORTH
42 38 .525 9 weeks ago that Anderson
THANKS FOR TREATING ME RIGHT.
12-1; Siebert, Bos 12-4; Perry, Chicago
Elsewhere in the NL, Chicago torn achilles tendon.
42 41 .506 101
/
2 "doesn't like me", refused to dumped
419.7.
Minn 12-7.
St. Louis
Los Angeles 3-1,
ONE C01
aZ
1
sirSTOMLIt
sQVISIT
Philadelphia
35 48 422 171
/
2 elaborate on the incident after Houston beat San Francisco 8-2 GOLFERS NAMED
32 50 390 20 Tuesday night's victory but and Atlanta defeated Philadel- NEW YORK (UPI)-Wake
Montreal
West
said: "It goes back to some, phia 5-2 in the only other Forest's Jim Simons, who tied
W. L. Pct. GB things that happened in spring scheduled games.
for fifth place in last month's
San Francisco 52 33 .612 ... training, but I don't want to go Ron Santo doubled in one run U.S. Open, and NCAA champion
48 36 .571 3,S Into detail"
Los Angeles
and scored another . during a Ben Crenshaw of Texas head
42 39 .519 8
Houston
Anderson, on the other hand, three-run third inning that gave the 1971 All-American collegiate
TO
43 46 .483 11 was willing to discuss the issue Chicago its victory over the golf team announced Tuesday
Atlanta
37 49 430 151
/
2 openly. "We had a beanball Dodgers. Don Kessinger was Others named to the team
Cincinnati
North Tenth & Main
29 55 .345 22/
1
2 incident with the Priates in safe on an error and moved to were: Mark Hayes of Oklaho•
San Diego
is Farruly Restaurants
Tuesday's Results
ma state, Bill Hoffer of Purdue
Tampa,"
said
Anderson.
"But
single.
third
on
Glenn
Beckert's
North
Immediately
Montreal 5 New York 1, night Ellis wasn't involved. Milt Kessinger scored on Billy Ray Leach of Brigham Young
Pittsbrgh 5 Cincinnati 2, night Wilcox threw a ball close to Williams' sacrifice fly before John Mills of Houston, Andy
of Memorial Baptist
Atlanta 5 Phila 2, night
Manny Sanguillen after a Santo doubled home Beckert North of Florida, Gary Sanders
Church on Tenth Street Chicago 3 Los Angeles 1, night couple of homers, but Ellis was mid scored on Brock Davis' of Southern California and
Houston 5 San Fran 2, night
Lanny Wadkins of Wake Forest.
otst in the bullpen. The only single.
Saturday

Two-Ball At Oaks
Ends With A Tie

Aaron and Mays Lead Players
In National All-Star Voting

M

Major Lea
Leaeers

.National

Records
Twelfth Straight
Win Last Night

Standings Ellis

The
Big
'liege
One more way wetreat you right.

First came the Big Shef. A lean beef hamburger..Plus
carefully broiled over.
an open flame. Complete with fresh lettuce,
CHEF'S special sauce and a toasty three-decker bun.
Now comes the Big Treat. A perfect taste
combination:one Big Shef. One order of crisp,tender
french fries. And your choice ofa smooth chocolate,
vanilla or strawberry Thick Shake.Proof that good fool
tastes better with even more good food.
It's a very Big Treat.
you deserve it,

ve-vvvvvv.vav-v4vvvv,vvtm.
t, mtwo,t, sfiviiel;
t
i
v,0Tiol
COUPON-

)
,

t

25C

WHITEWAY
BARBER SHOP

HAS MOVED

9e•r

Phone 753-7199
1304 W. Main

We always treat you right.

•
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kliss Edna Yeager Exchanges Wedding Vows
With Reggie Coles In Lovely Ceremony
;At The Hazel United Methodist Church

CC1.
IL
eCnila
24-1
Wednesday, July 7

The second day of the InterQty Ladies Golf Thurnament will
be held at nine a.m. at the
Calloway County Country Club.

Miss Letitia Jan Orr Becomes Bride Of
Michael Lynn Barnett In Ceremony At
The First United Methodist Church

Ilianday, Jury 8
The Dexter Homemakers Chit
will meet at the Community,
:enter at 9:30 am. and ther
nme to the City Park for tin
unmet picnic and regular
meeting.
Grove 126 of the WOW wil
meet at the Woman's Club Holm
it 6:30 p.m. Entertainmentwil
xe provided and a door prize wit
3e given. Hostesses are
Mesdames Robbte Paschall
Katie Overcast, and Calista

manton.

The regional WMU Day will be
held at the Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly at 9:30 a.m. All
women are invited. Bring a sack
hinch or buy your lunch at the
Assembly.
Mrs. Helen Hodges, will
present a program at the Jesse
Stuart-Lee Pennington review to
be held at the Calloway County
Public Library at 2:30 p.m. The
public is invited.

Brbemilee lists)

Mr. and Mrs. Reggie Coles

Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
the World will hold its regular
meeting at the WOW Hall at 7:30
.m.

(Love Studio Photo)
carnations
niruature
.
Friday, July 9
Mrs. Michael Lynn Barnett
Miss Edna Yeager, daughter of Miss Marsha Conley served as
The
Harris
Grove
Mr. and Mrs. John Finley, and
maid of honor. Her dress was of Homemakers Club will have a The marriage vows of Miss
Reggie Coles,son of Mr. and Mrs.
;hocking pink organza over wilily picnic at the Murray City _Alba Jan Orr and Michael Lynn widesmaids
carried Tiffany
Hubert Coles, were married in a
3arnett were said on Friday, land bouquets of lavender
affeta fashicned along the lines Park at seven p.m.
lovely ceremony in the sanctuary
June 18, at half past eight o'clock iaisies, pink carnations, purple
bride's gown except with
of the Hazel United Methodist I the
n the evening at the First United itatis, baby's breath, and
tort puffed sleeves. The dress
Saturday, July 10
Church.
VIethodist Church in Murray.
eatured a white satin tie-belt
Breakfast
Baker's fern.
will
be
served
at
the
Rev. James W. Baker, pastor
streamers. She carried Oaks Country Club from 7:30 to Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr.,
Miss Janee Sims, cousin of the
of the church, performed the with long
stemmed American nine a.m. All members are urged minister of the Church, officiated bride, served as flower girl. She
double ring ceremony at two one long
at the double ring ceremony.
accented with to attend.
wore a long white dotted swiss
o'clock in the afternoon on Beauty rose
The bride is the daughter oi dress fashioned with an empire
ribbon.
matching
Saturday, June 19.
Mrs. Tommy Chrisp
ol waistline and short puffed
Sunday, July 11
A program of nuptial music Joe Crutcher attended the
was presented by Mrs. J. W. groom as best man. The ushers The annual homecoming will atesborough Estates and sleeves. She carried a basket of
were Robert Yeager, brother of be held at Jeffrey Cemetery with hnny Orr of Hazel Road, boll: flowers identical to the other
Jones, organist.
Provine.
preaching at 11:30 a.m. by Rev. Murray. The groom's parent/ attendants.
The wedding vows were the bride, and Davy
For her daughter's wedding, William McKinney. If unable to . e Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Barnett
Ricky Hill served the groom as
pledged before an altar wirs.
Finley selected a powder attend, mail
iest man. Groomsmen and
funds for cemetery of Hazel.
decorated with baskets of white
blue knit dress with white ac- upkeep to T. C. Parrish, Route The church
altar
was ishers were Ronnie Barnett,
gladioli, and jade placed
cessories. The 'groom's mother One, Dexter.
rated with the vases filled Kenneth
Barnett,
Dwain
brass
1114 stands. The family pews
th medley bouquets of purple Racherson, and Dudley Burton.
were marked by white satin bowl wore a princess style dress of
ers, stairs, pink carnations, ,The men were attired in formal
yellow polyester with matching
Bride's Dress
ker's fern, lavendar stock,am attire.
Given in marriage by her lace trim.
baby's breath. Tapers burned ir
Both mothers wore cymbidium
The ring bearer, Robert
father, the bride wore a floor
Mr. and Mrs. Terry Lax, 1207 the seven branched candelabra Billingtnn, who was dressed in a
•• length gown of silk organza over orchid corsages.
Rice bags were distributed by Melrose, Murray,are the parents 3n either side of the altar. The white suit, carried the rings on a
bridal satin fashioned by the
groom's mother. The high rise Mary Jean Baker and Kathy of a baby boy, Darren Adon, family pews were designatec white satin pillow.
Mrs. Chrisp, mother of the
weighing eight pounds 3)4 with white satin bows.
bodice was trimmed in lace Baker.
wedding
After
short
trip,
the
a
ounces,
born on Thursday, July 1, Miss Dana Adams and Min bride, chose for her daughter's
touched with pearls, and long
sheer sleeves with wide cuffs couple is now at home at their at 6:36 p.m. at the Murray- Diana McClain presided at the wedding a short dress for evening
egister in the entrance foyer of wear made of ecru silk organza
buttoned with tiny pearl buttons. trailer home on the Hazel High- Calloway County Hospital.
The new father is employed at he church. A miniature with long full sleeves fitted at the
The softly-gathered skirt had way.
the Murray Division of the irrangement of the same flowers wrist. The neckline and sleeves
tree rows of lace around the
teed in the altar vases adorned were accented with brown Venice
Tappan Company.
apttom and her chapel length
Grandparents are E. H. Lax, he register table.
NOTICE
lace and her accessories were in
rain was outlined with the smae
Our
Mrs. Katherine Lax,and Mr. and As the guests assembled, a matching hue and made of raw
readers
are
matching lace.
reminded that the Ledger
Mrs. Wayne Cook, all of Murray. election of prenuptial music was silk. Her corsage was a Cattleya
Her elbow length veil of silk
& Times will not publish
Great grandparents are Mr. resented by Mrs. R. W. Farrell, orchid
llusion was attached to a
weddings or bridal showers
and Mrs. Ed Alton of Hazel, rganist, and Mrs. Nolan liarThe groom's mother, Mrs.
readpiece fashioned in rose petal
Houston Lax, Omer Garner, and rey, vocalist. Organ selections Barnett, wore a light blue dress
iesign made of lace and silk I that occurred thirty days
previous to the date of
Mrs.Opel Blalock, all of Murray. ncluded ''One Alone", Love for evening which featured a
rganza. The bridal bouquet was
publication.
Mrs. McDougal is a great great Iheme from Romeo and Juliet, beaded collar and cuffs. Her
medley of starburst poms and
end "My Own True Love" from accessories were in matching hue
grandmother
lone With The Wind. Mrs. and she had a miniature Cattleya
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny Parker of larvey sang "More" followed by orchid.
St. Charles, Mo., are the parents in organ selection of the vows.
Mrs. Kathryne Sims, grandof a baby girl, Tammy Lynnette, dirs. Harvey sang The Lord's mother of the bride, wore a light
'rawer". Chimes and The Bridal blue coat and dress ensemble
born on June 8.
They have another daughter, horus were played as the bride with a white glamelia corsage.
ntered, and the recessional was
Teresa Lynn, age five.
Mrs. Jessie Chrisp, step
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. he traditional wedding march. grandmother of. the bride, was
Bride's Dress
Lynn Parker of Murray Route
attired in a blue knit dress with
Two and Mr. and Mrs. J. T. The bride, given in marriage beige accessories, and Mrs.
Tidwell of Mayfield Route Seven py her father, was lovely in a Hafford Orr, also step grand'ormal gown of white silk mother of the bride, wore a beige
near Coldwater.
irganza and Venice lace ap- knit dress with matching acpliques. The gown featured a cessories. They both wore white
wedding ring collar made of the glamelia corsages.
ace appliques and puffed silk
The groom's grandmother,
Sammy Frank Cook of Murray name sleeves designed to fit Mrs. Srnotherrnan, wore a light
has been dismissed from the he arm with Venice trimmed blue crepe dress with matching
Western Baptist Hospital, adges. The neckline of the dress accessories and her corsage was
Has enhanced by silk illusion a white glamea
Usually
Paducah
.onnecting the wedding ring
Mrs. Dar old Keller. friend of
$2.95
011ie Miller of Murray has been 331.1ar to a scooped neckline. The the family, directed the wedch.fyi
The couple let for a wedding
a patient at the Western Baptist xnpire bodice was formed by
ace appliques coming to a center rip to the Great Smoky MounHospital, Paducah.
aoint in the front of the dress and sins with the bride wearing a red
Recently dismissed from the topping to cover the edges of a and white coat and dress enonly
Western Baptist Hospital in full overshirt which formed the iernble and white accessories
Paducah was Enos D. yfirbchester uithedral length train endged in and a corsage of butterfly roses.
,
with your pest
the same lace.
Mr. and Mrs. Barnett are now
of Murray Route Five
Her elbow length veil of silk it home on Hazel Road. She is a
If roll of color film
processing
David A. Brown of Hazel Route illusion was caught to a tierra dudent at Murray State
Two has been a patient at the iesigned with seed pearls for iniversity and he is employed at
The new 1 1 8 page Rand McNally Road Atlas coverWestern Baptist Hospital, ming the outline with lace and arlier Ford, Inc.
pearlized sequins completing the
Paducah
Buffet
ing the United States, Canada and Mexico is jam'xovrn. She carried a sweetheart
Following the wedding, Mr.
packed with travel information that will make your
Mrs. Nancy Fos of Dexter has :!ascade made from white but. aid Mrs. chrimp were hosts for a
vacation more enjoyable than ever
been dismissed from the Western erfly roses and ivy, accented Juliet for out of town guests,
with strings of pearls.
And. . . you save nearly $2.00,
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
nunediate friends of the family,
relatives at their home in
Bring your roll of exposed color film today.
and
Lynn Dale Burkeen of Murray Miss Judy Persall was the .latesborough Estates.
Offer limited and only one Atlas per customer.
-naid
of
honor. The bridesmaids
has been a patient at the Western
were Miss Martha Ladd and Miss
Baptist Hospital, Paducah
;aye Orr, the latter being
Rehearsal Dimmer
the
Mr and Mrs. Glenn Barnett
Recently dismissed from the aster of the bride. They wore
Western Baptist Hospital, 'urinal gowns of deep purple entertained with a rehearsal
Paducah, was Seth Cooper of Tepe with the empire bodices dinner at the Southside
wing fashioned with a low Restaurant on Thursday, June 17,
Murray Route Five.
munded neck line and the long at seven o'clock in the evening in
John R. Slow .of Murray has ltted shirts being accented with honor of their son, Michael Lynn
Central Shopping Center
been a
patient at Lourdes itinerate panels flowing from the Barnett, and his fiancee, Misr
xxlices of the dresses.
Letitia Jan Orr
Hospital, Paducah
The maid of honor and the
The bride-to-be was lovely in a
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David Belcher, Mr. and Mrs
Hughes Bennett and son, Kyle,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles S. Knott
and son, Eric, Mr.and Mrs.Glen
Gamlin, the honored person, and
his parents_

light blue and white knit dress
featuring a neck and and low
slung skirt of pleats. The bridal
couple presented gifts to their
attendants.
The tables were centered with
a beautiful arrangement of white Trevor
Lee Bennett was
roses,snapdragons, white stock, lonored with
a party in
and baby's breath in a silver celebration of his first birthday
container flanked by white xi Sunday, June
27.
candles in silver candle holders. The party the
in
form of a cook.
Featured on the honored out was given by his parents,
Mr
couple's table was a three tiered and Mrs. Leroy
Bennett of Route
wedding cake with three branch Two, Puryear, Tenn.
candelabra on either side. The The little one
year old boy
cake was topped with twin opened his
gifts with the help of
wedding bells with a bride and his mother.
groom statuette separating the The banana birthday cake
first and second layers which decorated with the words,
were accented with garlands of "Happy Birthday Trevor",
white roses and silver bells.
yellow roses, ABC's, and one
large candle was served as
dessert for the cookout.
Attending were Mr. and Mr.
Thomas Duncan and Mrs. Moline
Bennett Shrader, grandparents
of the honoree, Mrs. Cora
Jackson, great grandmother,
Miss Jo Beth Benton, brideNancy and Anita Duncan, Mrs.
elect of Duane Adams, was the

Trevor Lee Bennett
Honored At Party
On First Birthday

Step into the
Wonderful

FLORIDA
WORLD
of the

BEACH
Voyager MOTEL
DAYTONA BEACH

Tea Shower Given
At Sykes' Home
For Miss Benton

honoree at a delightfully planned
tea shower held on Tuesday, June
29, at the lovely home of Mrs.
Max Sykes, 1709 Johnson,
Murray.
The gracious hostesses for the
prenuptial event were Mrs. Sykes
and Mrs. A. R. Hatcher.
For the occasion the honoree
chose to wear a three piece navy
and white knit dress with a
hostesses' gift corsage of white
carnations.
Mrs. Jack Benton, mother-of
the bride-elect, wore a yellow
linen dress, while Mrs. Ken
Adams, mother-in-law to be of
the honoree, was attired in a
black pant suit. Both
corsages of white carnations, gifts of
the hostesses.
_
The beautifully appointed tea
table was overlaid with a white
linen cloth and centered with an
arrangement of pink gladioli,
pink carnations and pink pompoms.
Crystal appointments
were used to serve the punch,
individual cakes, nuts and mints.
The gifts were displayed in the
den of the home. Twenty-five
persons signed the register in the
foyer of the home during the
afternoon hours of three to five
o'clock.

Bring your lighthearted spirit .
supply everything else to romp or
rest by the sparkling sea!
•All rooms & suites are
oceanfront and have private
balconies
•2 Olympic pools,
1100 ft. of private beach
•Color TV, phones, room service
• Air conditioned & heated
• Dining room, lounge, coffee shc:,
• Golf & Tennis privileges
•9 hole putting green
• Game room, shuffleboard, bab,,
sitter service
• Planned entertainment
• Across from shopping center
bowling, theatre
• Near Jai Alai. Dog Racing.
Auto Racing
• Great deep sea fishing

Sturdy fabrics
Designer
Calvin
Klein
feels the naturals have taken over in fabrics. The
sturdy fabrics of farm and
frontier life are the in fabrics of the season, he said,
but only the know-how of
the 70s could have given
them this year's fresh, revitalised ways.
Beauty in bath salts
NEW YORK (UPI - Bath
salts, originally intended to
soften water, consisted of
sodium sesquicarbonate crystals, a combination of sodium
bicarbonate and sodium bicarbonate. Now the object seems
to be to provide attractive
crystals, either rock salt or
sodium thiosulfate. The crystals are transformed into bath
crystals by spraying with an
alcohol or water solution of
dyes and
perfumes, says
Cosmetology Review.
Health insurance
NEW YORK (UPS) — The
nation's life and health insurance companies have invested
$543 million for physicians'
offices and $371 minion in
nursing homes, reports the
Health Insurance Institute.
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SPECIAL
SAVINGS!
RAND
McNALLY
ROAD
ATLAS

NOW
99

iniumal4)\

a
R t
Special
Purchase!

24

100%
POLYESTER
DOUBLE
KNIT
DRESSES

No 2

Short Sleeve and
Sleeveless Styles
Regular 520" Values
NOW ONLY

2for'25

No
No
Bot

(OR $129° EACH)
Sow $16.00 when you buy two of these
marvelous dresses that won't wrinkle
ever.
... and they never need ironing.
Choose from button fronts, zippered
backs and three-quarter stop-in styles
... in assorted color stripes and wittdc-Sinn 10 to 20.

* SPECIAL PURCHASE *

100% POLYESTER DOUBLE KNIT
Newest Colors — Newest
Textures
Values to 16.00 yd.-$2.99 YO
Thursday—Friday — Saturday

L

MIIII
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7
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Prices good tiru Tues., July 13th

Mon.-Sat

Whole

BEACH
MOTEL

FRYERS

BEACH

spirit . .. we
to romp Of
a!
re
e private

Braunschweiger
Ib.

lb 2
9

39

beach

TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN

service
ated
, coffee shoo
ges

Swift Premium ProTen
1st Cut

board baby

GioUND
BEEF

nt
ing center
Racing,
hing
here, nibs

a
Mien tiut

b.49

CHUCK
ROAST 49;
lb.

ter Cline

*PRODUC_E*

* FROZEN FOODS *
100z.

2/49'
STRAWBERRIES
O
37'
STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE-,m-Hist--CREAM PIES-81w
14°z 29`
DELTA

Oat

met Rego,'
—r--

12-oz.

RANGE JUICE FROSTY ACRES

FLAVOR-KIT BANILU1 CREME *v.

55

BAMA APPLE

P-4
4
7

..MMOMP
411.-

4 Rolls

18-oz

41/..

18°z

411..MMIP

DISHWASHING

DOG
FOOD

RED & WHITE • Giant

DETERGENT

33;

Reg. Size

15t

3 LBS.

28 OUNCES

Red & White Heavy Duty

CRISCO

COCA-COLA

ALUMINUM
FOIL
49'
494

with 5.00 purchase, r
excluding tobacco and
dairy product.

25;

TOMATO
JUICE
/$ 1 00

9'

44-oz.

46 oz

RED & WHITE

DEL MONTE

CRACKERS

PINEAPPLE
JUICE

1 lb

18"x25'

29'

46-oz.

1

JOHNSON'S COUPON

10c
save
Wawa'. HOUSE.COFFEE
I

1•LB.

CAN 104

only
Limit-one per family • Coupon expires

WITH
THIS
COUPON

7/13/71

500

INSTANT

i

Choice
FREEZE-DRIED COFFEE
Limit 1 Per Family

-

100% TEA - 3 oz. size
c--;:.

—
—
_
—

N EsTE4,,,,„-, _
;
IA
NEV

87z.TaSterS
'size
No. 23889

Johnsons

ran[6-66-6

SAVE

291
DEL MONTE

BABY
FOOD

99' :2/39'

48-oz

13-0z

GERBER STRAINED

COOKING BAKED
BEANS
OIL

CLEANER

00

3/9.

SIMILAC
FORMULA

29' DETERGENT59 t°, 3/29'
BUSH

AJAX

BETTY
CROCKER

TONY

RED & WHITE

RED & WHITE, LEMON

29c

or
,
,
41 .. •=1•10,

0-

EDON
TISSUE

CAKE
MIXES

JELLY

.4•110.

WHITE

3/891'

No Deposit,
No Return
Bottles

Every Red & While product
Nag. is guaranteed-to please
you or your money
will be refunded • REE;&

1 lb

EERWOOD
PE1i) iiEs
No 242 Can

RED POTATOES
BANANAS
TOMATOES HOME GROWN
WATERMELONS
WHITE GRAPES SEEDLESS

, NABISCO RITZ

COOKIES CRACKERS
24 oz

69e
lb.__
12'
lb. 39t
99' & '1"
IL) 59$
10 lbs.

NEW

No. 23909

20'

COUPON

pettr ---:
li'm

family...

_.__
—
—

t(i.MAtc Offer Expires July 24th, 1971> '
"
"\

39'

_
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Home
briefs

Fair

Ttim Num
NEW YORK (UPI) - You
can trim the gams this year by
pushing a button. Cordless
electric grass shears reduce the
time of shipping around trees
and posts and along walls and
fences by more than 50 per
cent, according to Disston. A
homeowner can trim about
900 to 1,300 feet of grams on a
charge. The units, which have a
3-inch-wide cut, run longer
than needed for the average
lawn before the batteries
require recharging.
-Hand and stand-up model
puss shears housed in to
be
plastic
can
Cycolac
recharged more than 500
times, the firm said.
The right brush
You
NEW YORK (UPI)
may not have given it much
thought, but selecting the right
kind of paint brush for the
type of paint you're using will
add to the success of th(
project, according to PPG
Industries.
company
The
recommends natural bristlt
brushes for oil-base paints an(
nylon brushes for latex bast
paints. PPG says polyestei
filament brushes are fine for al
types of paint.

Queen
Contestants

Patty Greer

JoNee Brantley

Fiet-Pswi le Mina State Agencies And
N sales stimulus Insurers Sponsor
Table tennis equipment
manufacturers report that
sales were not notably stimulated by the publicity on the
U.S. table tennis team's visit to
China.
"It was the most publicity the
game has had in 30 years, but it
came at the worst time of year
for us," said one manufacturer,
explaining that table tennis is
an autumn-winter game in the
U.S.

GOLD CAR
Cassius Clay is having a car
specially made for him in Illinois. The interior trim is being
made of 14-carat gold plate
with a telephone to match

THE MYSTERIOUS MIND

Experts take hard look
at psychic phenomena
Editor's Note: Can the mind
nose an *hied? This is
the that of four articles discussing Ibis and other provocative usestigns about the hem
alone

By ROBERT BETTS
Copley News Service

teamed up to investigate instances of "unexplained but recurring household disturbances
of the type known as poltergeist
phenomena."
Poltergeists (German for
"noisy ghosts") are said to
manifest themselves through
eerie rappings or knockings,
rnoving furniture and other
articles about a room, performing various mischievous
acts.
However nonexistent they
may be so far as skeptics are
concerned, they have seemed
very real to the persons down
the years who claim to have
been pestered by them. Many
investigators, including respected men of science, have
testified to seeing articles
move from one spot to another
or go flying through the air
without the apparent intervention of any human agency, and
with no other physical explanation forthcoming.
"These ciiatrubances, such as
household objects moving
across rooms and furniture tipping over, generally take place
when a specific person is
present," said Dr. Morris.
"Our own investigators witnessed the movement of a
group of kitchen implements
which seemed to leap off the
munter into a sink."
Some theorists hold that a
ore likely explanation for the
ihenomena than poltergeists is
'mind over matter" - scimtifically termed psychocinesis.
Much research in that field
las been carried out at the
iarapsychology laboratory of
)uke University, Durham,

Do we detain in the future?
Can -clairvoyants" foresee
corning events? Is there such a
thing as thoUght transference?
These ar age-old questions
which never have been satis"actorily answered, at least in a
Nay that is acceptable to all
icientists.
Such supernormal occur-ences as have been reported
lave evaded attempts to put
them on a sound scientific
basis. The phenomena cannot
be made to recur wider test
conditions Psychic ability, if it
does exist, cannot be tirried on
at will.
Yet today scientists increasingly are giving serious attention to the subjet, are more
ready to join intelligent discussion of it and are less inclined to
_ scoff at those claiming to have
had psychic experience.
Research into parapsychology - the general term coverng clairvoyance,telepathy and
Sher phenomena for which so
far no natural explanation has
been found - is being carried
on by several scientific groups.
Some are attached to tsii▪ versity departments. Others
"work in government or private
organizations with their primary interest in industry, education, medicine or the military.
Significant of the growing
nterest was the last annual
-meting of the American AssnRepeated experiments have
tation for the Advancement of ihown that some people seem
• cience. For the first time in ible to influence the roll of
he history of that prestigious
.xody, the official program in- ace, niaxing certain numbers
come up by sheer power of
:tuded a 'symposium on pars- thought.
, isychology .
The tests have been conOne speaker, I. Robert L.
ducted under strictly scientifit,
Morris of the Psychics' Re- fool-proof conditions leaving no
search Foundation of Durham, possibility of the intervention of
N C.. told how mathema- conscious or unconscious mus•ticians. engineers. psychol- cular or any other physical
,
°gists and philosophers had control Even so. certain suba.
•

jects have repeatedly performed better than would be
expected by the laws of chance.
Duke researchers have also
investigated and recorded several outside cases of "poltergeist" phenomena. Finding no
clues to indicate trickery, and
unable to explain the phenomena in any other way, they
have, however, noted one
peculiarity common to most
cases. There is a tendency for
such incidents to occur where
some person is at the threshold
of adolescence. Frequently the
occurrences have been seen to
coincide only with the presence
of the boy or girl. These young
people, too, have been crossexamined, checked and found
innocent of perpetrating any
hoax.
One theory is that there is a
field of some kind of energy
around the living body, which
can possibly react to or affect
other such fickle, organic or
otherwise.
A researcher at McGill University, in Montreal, Canada,
Ma conducted experiments indicating that animals raised in
magnetic fields of force have
characteristics differing from
those in a normal environment.
Others who have been working on the possibility of some
kind of radiation emanating
from the body or mind are inventor David L. Thompson and
Dr. Jack L. Ward of Princeton
and Trenton, N.J.
They claim to have devised a
way of naesipariog subtle electrical energiesthrough &terms
Fiske located close to a subject
stitch reveal states of anxiety
or calmness.
They also say they can re
verse the procedure and transmit artificially generated fields
through a transmitter concealed on the experimenter,
and that another person nearby
will immediately display signs
of anxiety
In the journal, Schizophrenia, they stated: -We feel
that possibly herein lies the key
to such phenomena as crowd
behovior, hypnosis, love rela•

Nunn Says Colleges
Must Rule Campus

TV..Safety Messages
FRANKFORT, Ky.-The
Kentucky Traffic Safety Coordinating Committee (KTSCC)
and the Department of Public
Safety have joined the Independent Insurance Agents of
Kentucky in a public service
effort aimed at getting drunk
drivers off Kentucky highways.
Arthur E. Beard, executive
director for the KTSCC,and Jack
Keyser, the insurance group's
executive secretary, said they
were jointly sponsoring three
safety messages for all television
stations, serving Kentucky.
:The tsprd phisPettes. including
two 30-iltusieFspota and one 1minute`Riot, center around
oblems arising from driving
after excessive drinking and
employ the use of both fantasy
and real-life situations.
"A lot is _packed into thu
messages," Keyser said, "and
we hope to reach the majority of
Kentuckians with them. The
solution to our drunk driving
problem is the responsibility of
all Kentuckians, and this is just
one of many efforts presently 3
being put forth.
Beard said the safety messages
were presently being distributed
to television stations and should
ON WAY OUT WEST—Canadian Lloyd Gore, 28, meanstart being aired next week. The
ders with his horse Princess through Bradford, Pa., on
tapes will be hand-delivered to
his trek to California. The chartered accountant decided
television stations by the Kenhis lifetime ambition to "ride west young man" had
better come off now. He started froM Toronto.
tucky State Police.
PRESIDENT'S DAUGHTER
Mrs. Julie Nixon Eisenhower
starts teaching next autumn at
an elementary school near
Mayport, Florida, where her
husband, a Navy ensign, is
serving aboard a warship.
tionships and everyday human
interaction."
Confirmation of a kind has
come from a team of researchers in the psychology department of the University of Saskatchewan, Canada. Repeated
experiments with students
before and after minis showed
alternating states of anxiety
and calm which, based on
Chance alone, woukl be at odds
of one in 100.
It was noted with typical scientific caution, however, that
explicit and detailed experiments showed certain radiations measured by the instrument were generated by static
electricity on the skin, hair and
clothing. This could be accounted for by skin changes
which already are measurable
by various techniques, and
which correlate with internal
physical or mental states
Mystics have long spoken of
an aura, or spiritual body
which surrounds the physical
body In old paintings, it is
depicted as a halo surrounding
a saint's head. Many mediums
claim to have seen it and even
to have photographed it by
infrared photography. Russian
photographs in a recently published book, "Psychic Discoveries Behind the Iron Curtain," purport to show energy
emanating from the human
skin as well as from various
kinds of vegetation.
Ni: The trassmissise of
thought messages.

TAX ROUNDUP
STOCKHOLM - Seventy
million dollars hoarded away
by tax dodgers in secret bank
accounts have been found by
the Swedish Tax Board. As a
result at least 810 million in
withheld taxes will start flowing in.

The responsibility of writing
campus regulations and seeing
:hat they are obeyed rests with
• administrators of America's
colleges, Governor
Rune
ieclared recently.
Speaking at a conference k
Louisville of the National Assn. ol
College and University At.
torneys, the governor said thi
American university system 'is
going to be' destroyed" tiniest
administrators exercise a rum
hand in dealing with potentia
disturbances.
Nunn said some colleges have
lost sight of their duty to educate
and have become aentans
lawlesstess and ;Drums. f
irrmpondbk opinions.
However, he said he believes
this trend is passing because of
the influence of mature students
on the campus.
The right of the majority of
students to get an education must
be protected, he said.
"Until the students attain some
degree of education or degree of
maturing judgment, we as administrators and officials will
have to provide the rules and
regulations."

NONSMOKERS'BILL
'The California Senate approved a bill requiring all airlines, bus and railway companies to provide separate
areas for nonsmokers on all
flights originating in the state
as of Jan. 1, 1972.

The "unstructured" suit is
due to capture male interest
this summer, the Men's Fashion Association of America
say& These skeletonized suits
eliminate much interior construction, making them lighter,
softer, more comfortable to
wear. The “unstructureds" include both knits and wovens in,
a host of colors, patterns and
styles.
WOR'TH REPEATING
How seldom we weigh our
neighbor in the same balance
with ourselves.
-Thomas A. Kempis

Roll out the carpet
NEW YORK (UPI) - Tio
Latex Foam Rubber Council
estimates that 91 square yard@
of carpet were manufactured
with a built-in foam rubber
backing
1969. This
in
represents about one-fifth of
produced. In
carpet
all
addition, another 13 million
square yards of separate foam
rubber carpet underlay were
produced that year.
The built-in foam rubber
backing. is frequently used on
commercial carpets that are
subjected to heavy traffic. In
rubber
the home, foam
backings are found on Weller'
carpets and carpet tile.
popular product groups.

Sponging
on nature
KARACHI (UPI) - Pakistanis are setting pretty high on
"miracle' sponge water which
they claim du cure diseases,
madness and help barren
women to conceive.
In Karachi, the ,ong-like
soaked
substance
in
is
sweetened water or tea for an
intoxicating brew reported to
be as strong as liquor.
According to press reports,
the Tony was first given by a
"per (saint) to • barren
woman who brewed a drink
and later conceived.
Kept in a jar of water, the
sponge soon multiplies. They
are now being sold for $30
each.
Karachi University microbiologists who studied a
specimen of the sponge
described it as belonging to the
culture of aeorbic microbes
which require oxygen from the
air and tend to multiply when
kept in water.
The Pakistan Medical Association has appealed to the
public to stop drinking the
'miracle" sponge water, but
some Pakistanis say the doctors
fear their incomes would be
reduced if people were to start
curing themselves with water.

Famous Brand

SHOE
SALE
Summer Styles
Spring and

For Women ...
* Naturalizer
* Life Stride
* Miss
For Men ...
* Roblee
* Pedwin
For Children ..
* Buster Brown

* Keds Sandals
* Matching Handbags
America
* Dexter
* Dr. Scholl's
* Robin Hood

We must make room for New Fall Merchandise! Choose several pair at these
Great Savings! Spring and Summer Styles in a wide selection of heel heights,
colors and patterns. Shop early for best selection and take advantage of this
!mat event and save on the shoes you want now!

Adams Shoe Store
West Side of Square
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FRYERS
CRACKERS
4 Pork Loiti:69
1
/
SALMON
OIL
49
PEACHES3Na $1"BACON
43C
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I
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CRISCO
ICE MILK
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19,40; 594
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Cream Pies4::.
35;
4
4
Juic
Toliiato
4
4
LARA LYNN

1-lb. box

lb.

WHOLE

LILY CHUM

WESSON

48-oz. jar $113

Tall Can 6IIC
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SACRAMENTO

Meal Time

1-lb. tray pack

2 cans
/
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TOP CREST

U.S. PRIME

2-lb bag

SCOTT S

No.
303
cans

PORK &
WE BEANS
GARDEN DELIGHT
GIVE
ov

MISS LIBERTY SLICED

lb. pkg.

Puy* Ground Boof

WE 'SCOTT

4-Roll Plat

Lrg. 39C
Roll

I49

SOUTHERN BELLE

MISS LIBERTY

MISS LIBERTY
BROWN & SERVE

49
Shank
Porton

Butt Portion
lb.

1-Lb. Loaf

Pkg. of 1229;

lb. 59'
lb. 59'
lb. 49.
lb. 10'
lb. 10'

BREAST
THIGHS
LEGS
BACKS
NECKS

Fresh

Fresh

GIZZARDS

lb.

WE
GIVE

UVERs lb.

lb.

WE

MORTON

WE MACKEREL Jack
GIVE i&m
TEA BAGS

tall cans$1

100 ct 99C

VIENNA SAUSAGE

c5 onzs $1

te Fair
Sta

TOMATOES

PIE SHELLS

Morton

pkg.

STRAWBERRIES

Golden Grain

5 303 cans $1

DELTA FROZEN

of 2 35C

2 7v.4-°!. 29'

MACARONI wiCliddir Cheese

4 lo-oz

pkgs. 99c

Eva

FOLGER'S

9'TOMATOES 29
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E
LEMONAD
3
s
b
L
25tt
BEANS 19c 2 29c
S
ONION
39c
3—LB
CRISCO
=CANTALOUPES 3,0,s
1 lb can
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FRESH

YELLOW

Minute Maid
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Pound

S
n"SIM
1111 Wai
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6-oz cans
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LIBERTY COUPON
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WINNER
xi-
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•
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Ase_ :wvitIWA

E:.

of th•

Mrs. Howard Hill
Murray, Ky.

Where You Always Buy The Best for Less!

WE

•

LIBERTY COUPON

TIN LIZZIE

EWE

WITH THIS COUPON AND 17.50 or more
additional purchase, tob. and dairy prod. exc
YOU) Mill RV 13, 1511

GREEN STAMPSwo
with this coupon and 17.50 purchase,
tob and dairy prod exc
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•••••
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---nvai We'l Youth Are
Fighting Drug Scene

Gladys Rogers
Dies At Home
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MOTORWAYS

FOCUS ON HISTORY

Italy's Fiat is nipping
at Volkswagen's heels

Nation prepares
for 200th birthday

Miss Gladys E. Rogers, retired
school teacher, died Monday at
FRANKFORT, Ky.—The mittees with the cooperation of the Hilton Convalescent Home,
Ration's youth get front-page the state Department of Mental Ferndale, Mich. She was 72 years
'average for campus violence, Health.
of age.
By JEFF CUSHING
cetie that catching up with
drug addiction and draft Present at the meeting with the The deceased was born in
Copley News Service
Volkswagen on the U.S. market
evasion—not so for the quiet, governor were sponsors of the Calloway County and was the
you'd be an impossibility, they
everyday battle the majority of contest in their regions. They daughter of the late Robert B.
In post-World Wai: II Europe, are confident that by bringing
them fight to change their image were: Mrs. Marianne Bennett, Rogers and Mary Rogers. She
mental health educator from the had taught in the schools of the little Fiat factory in Italy in new models and promoting
and their world.
But, Gov. Louie B. Nunn Waverly Mental Health Center, Michigan before her retirement. churned out minuscule sedans the ones that are already availrecently honored a group of eight representing Region 6; Mrs. Miss Rogers received her B.A. for a transportation-hungry able on these shores, their fiyouths for fighting drug abuse. Marilyn Chandler, volunteer degree from the University of public. The cars were noisy, nancial posture could improve
not too pretty. But considerably.
The youths,ranging in age from 8 services coordinator for the Kentucky and her Master's slow and
they sold.
Fiat's 850 series — available
to 14, drew drug education Maysville Comprehensive Care degree from Peabody College,
Also in Europe another car as sedan, sporty coupe or roadWillard
and
8;
Region
Center,
effect,
say to
posters which, in
Nashville, Tenn.
was being mass-produced, ster — has garnered much aptheir peers and the world: "If you Ails, chairman of the Calloway Survivors are two sisters, Mrs.
aimed — as was Fiat — at those plause since its introduction a
want sound minds and a good County Drug Education Com- Loyce Rogers Pritchett of Bir- who wanted basic
transporta- few years back. The waterCountry, look at the message of mittee, Region 1.
mingham, Mich., and Mrs. tion. The company's name was cooled, rear-mounted powercomFarabee,
H.
Dale
Dr.
our posters."
Robbie Atkins of Martinsville, Volkswagen and its meteoric plant has given reliable if not
Presenting the group with missioner of Mental Health said, Va.; one brother, Joe W. Rogers rise is now legend.
startling performance.
certificates of merit and special "The positive programs initiated of Mayfield; six local cousins,
Fiat plugged on, and a few
The more deluxe 124 series —
comeducation
drug
these
by
citizenship pins, Governor Nunn
Miss Laura Lou Rogers, Mrs. years ago took over from VW which comes as a
snappy coupe
said, You are state leaders and mittees serve as models for Anna Bell Stone, Mrs. Clifton the title of Europe's largest
or roadster as well — is a rethe problem you chose to combat others throughout the state. The Key, Mrs. Novella Butterworth, automobile manufacturer. It fined sports car with
such feais very grave . . . history shows response of the youth from the Leon Chambers, and Will S. was short-lived, however. tures as a dual overhead
cam
indicates
the
involved
areas
that America has been able to
Rogers.
Strikes forced Fiat back into engine and five-speed transovercome her setbacks, disap- benefits of participation of young Graveside services will be held second place in 1969.
mission.
Now they're at it again, tarpointments and tragedies people."
at the Beech Grove Cemetery
There is also a 124 sedan and
of
the
director
Hart,
Jane
Mrs.
because her men had strong
west of Lynn Grove on Friday at geting their vehicles to the station wagon, quite different
Health's
Department
Mental
of
minds and bodies. Drugs weaken
ten a.m. with Rev. W. Edd Glover same customers who might from the sports models, which
perhaps be considering Volks- appeals to the commuter or
and destroy man's mind and body Education and Materials Section, officiating.
. no pod can come from such a said the eight first-prize winners In
charge
of
local wagens. In Europe they're do- housewife.
situation; that is why it is so were selected by a board of drug arrangements is the J. H. ing a pretty fair job of it; new
The latest penetration by
Important to right the problem of education experts within the Churchill Funeral Home where models seem to be cropping up Fiat into the U.S. market is
department from some 25 friends may call after seven p.m. every few months.
drug abuse."
with its 128 series, priced at
But in the United States the $1,795, even lower than the
The youths are first-place preliminary winners of local
Thursday.
that
is
not
task
all
simple.
VW
Volkswagen Beetle. And the
winners of local drug education contests.
is the perennial import leader port of entry price tag is some
poster contests sponsored by In addition to the special
by a wide margin, and although $200 below the base price of the
regional drug education corn- awards, Governor Nunn treated
Fiat has been selling cars here 124 sedan.
the winning group to lunch and
for quite a few years, volume is
they also toured the Executive
Where the 124 is conventional
still quite low. A concerted ef- in its front-engine, rear-drive
Mansion and the State Capitol.
Mrs. Hart said four of the Miss Attie Faughn who retired fort, however, is under way to layout, the 128 has a transchange all that.
verse, front-mounted, frontwinning
posters will
be teacher of English in 1963 from
From The
While Fiat spokesmen con- drive powerplant. The engine is
reproduced in volume and the University School died
of overhead camshaft condistributed to regional drug Monday at noon at the home of
figuration and its 68 cubic-inch
coordinators serving the state's her brother, Opa Faughn of
displacement will take the 128
22 Comprehensive Care Centers Benton Route Five.
By United Press International
(Continued from Page 1)
along at 90 miles an hour.
and to drug education com- The retired Murray teacher
KANSAS CTTY, Mo.—Pressupplies into South Vietnam and
Initially the 128 will only be
was
77
age.
years
She
of
had
mittees throughout the state.
ident Nixon, in a statement
Cambodia.
sold in the United States as a
All eight first-place winners taught in Marshall and Calloway
Tuesday on the death of Louis
The sources said the bombers two-door sedan. Interior diand 11 honorable mention win- County schools for forty-nine
"Satchmo" Armstrong:
dropped at least 900 tons of mensions are excellent for a
years.
was
a
member
She
of
the
ners will have their posters
"One of the architects of an
vehicle which is 151.8 inches
bombs in the raids.
Union Hill Church of Christ.
American art form, a free and mounted for use by the DepartIt was the first time in six long. Four football players
Survivors include two sisters,
ment
of
Mental
Health
at
Independent spirit and an artist
weeks there were no B52 raids should have no trouble sitting
exhibits, conventions and Mrs.John Rayburn of Benton and
of world wide fame, his great
anywhere in South Vietnam bolt upright in the boxlike drivMrs. Marvin
Hester
of
talents and magnificent spirit meetings. They will also be used
where the stratofortresses have ing compartment and the 13
Fredericksburg, Va.; four
added richness and pleasure to for the exhibit at the Kentucky
flying as may as seven cubic-foot trunk should be large
been
brothers, Opa Faughn of Benton
State Fair and local fairs.
all our lives."
missions
a day in direct enough to stow a lot of gear.
The winners cited by Governor Route Five, Ottie Faughn of
Fiat is betting that the low
support
of
the allied defense
Benton Route One, and Otho and
price and deluxe features like
TEL AVIV—Prime Minister Nunn are:
line
below
the
DMZ.
+ Grand Prize Winner and Obert Faughn, both of Benton;
overhead cam engine, rack and
Golda Meir of Israel, at a
The U.S. Command reported
several nieces and nephews.
pinion steering, radial tires,
Liberal party meeting Tuesday First Junior High—Janice
no
ground
fighting
in
the
past
.Oight, affirming Israel's deter- French, St. Denis, Louisville- Funeral services are being held 24 hours involving American disc brakes and bucket seats
y at two p.m. at the chapel of
or attract customers to dealer
mination to stand fast despite Region 6
GIs in South Vietnam. Spokes- Showrooms.
pressure to make concession to + First High School—Dane the Filbeck and Cann Funeral Men said the only air activity
If the Fiat people see signs of
Secrest, Lewis Co. High, Van- Home Chapel, Benton, with Joe
the Arabs:
was the loss of a U.S. increased volume thanks to the
ceburg-Region
Norman
8
and
tie
1
Willis
Green
Rusty
of
"We will go it alone if there
helicopter to Communist ground 128, they might be sparked into
Zeigler, Mason Co. High, ficiating.
Is no other way What is better,
fire in Quang Tri province on bringing yet another model to
Maysville-Region 8
Burial
will
be
in
the
Fair
to gain sympathy or gain
Monday. The crew escaped the United States, the brand
+ Second Junior High—Kathy dealing Cemetery.
security?"
injury.
new 127, which is constructed
Corrigan, Angela
Merici,
South Vietnamese forces entirely of already existing
Louisville-Region
6
KUWAIT—Vice President Spi•
meanwhile reported killing 23 components from other Fiat
ro T. Agnew, commenting on + Third Junior High—Kathy
North Vietnamese and Viet models.
Cravens,
Pleasure
Ridge
Park
his mission to the Arab state in
Cong in three widely separated The 127 uses the engine from
relation to a Middle East J.H.S.-Region 6
clashes, one of them in the 850, but is front-wheel drivi
+
First
Elementary—Jeff
settlement:
School, Word has been received here Cambodia, and said a patrol in like 'the 128. Many other
"I will not go in there with Wyatt, Robertson
by Mrs. Rosette Wyatt of the the north found bodies of eight components are borrowed from
Murray-Region
1
the attitude that I will attempt
death of Mrs. Dina Headley others four miles west south- the 128 and although the ex.
+
Elementary—
Second
to chart their course. Rather, I
Marberry, who died at her home west of Fire Base Fuller just terror dimensions are smaller
would like them to let us know Russell Haycroft, Crums Lane in Dallas, Texas, on Monday.
south of the DMZ.
there is actually as much in.
School,
Louisville-Region
6
She is the widow of T. H.
in what way we can be of
Typhoon Harriet, which halt.
Elementary—Tommy
+
Third
Marberry of Dallas, a former
greatest assistance in bringing
Elkins, Faxon School, Murray- tesident of Farmington, and the ed action along the demarcation
the disputants together."
line, also wrought widespread
Region 1.
daughter of the late Dr. and
Mrs. James Hendley of destruction with its 10-inch
rains and 100-mile-an -hour
Farmington.
winds.
She was 101 years of age.
The storm
felled trees,
Survivors Include her son, T.
J. Marbeffy, Dallas, Texas, two unroofed scores of buildings,
daughters, Min Ruby Marberry, cut power and flooded many
Federal State Market News and Mrs. Allie Jacobi., both of areas including the central
nieces, Mrs. market in Hue.
Dallas; three
Service July 7, 1971
Lad ye Headley, Farmington,
By United Press International Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Mrs. Rosette Wyatt, Hickory,
Tropical storm Arlene has Market Report Includes 10 Mrs. John Stevens, Mayfield.
veered sharply away from the Buying Stations
Funeral services will be
nation's east coast and was Receipts: Act. 1393 Est. 1100 conducted Wednesday
(Coatineed from Page I)
racing harmlessly across the Barrows and Gilts 25c higher afternoon, and burial will be in
Restland Memorial Park in all over me piace," Bill Schutt,
ocean today but severe weather Sows steady to rac higher
32, of Ridgefield, Conn., said.
began a new offensive against US 1-3 200-230 lbs. $19.75+20.50; Dallas
"It was quite obvious it Was off
portion of the nation's midsec- US 2-4 190-240 lbs. 819.50-19.75;
the tracks."
US 2-4 240.260 lbs. 819.0049.50;
tion.
Schutt, who was in the first
US
3-4
260-280
lbs.
$18.50-19.00;
Arlene, the first tropical
car, said passengers screamed
storm of the season, headed out Sows
NEW YORK ( UPI) —The but there was "no real panic."
to sea Tuesday after dampen- US 1-2 270-350 lbs. $14.75-15.25:
ing Nanutcket, Mass., with only US 1-3 300-550 lbs. $13.75-14.75; litock market opened higher on "It seemed to go on for a
long time so I tried to move to
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. $12.75-13.75: moderate turnover today.
a light rain storm.
Shortly after the opening,
the rear of the car," he said.
Severe thunderstorms deve- Boars 310.00-11.50.
Dow Jones industrial average "There were people in the
loped in south central North
was up 0.08 at 892.38. Advances aisles who had fallen out of
Dakota
during
the
night,
FREE KITTENS
4
accompanied by occasional hail Two black kittens, about ten topped declines, 129 to 92, their seats. After the train
among
the
318 issues crossing stopped I noticed the man who
or tornadoes.
weeks old, are free to persons for
was badly injured. When the
Several twisters developed in pets For information call 436- the tape.
In the oil group Jersey side of the car collapsed, it tore
North Dakota during the night. 5523.
Standard edged up ;•• to 76, his leg off."
One funnel cloud was sighted
while Natomas rose 11
/
4 to 97. Wreckage was tossed across
near New Rockford, N.D., and
FREE PUPPY
Superior climbed 1 to 201, but two tracks and Penn Central
,another near Minot, N.D.
brown,
light
male,
Puppy,
Standard of California fell ¼ to officials turned the power off in
Several persons were injured. around
four months old, good
Golf ball-sized hail and heavy with children,is free to person for 56%. Atlantic Richfield and the tunnel, calling in portable
'rains pelted Goodland, Kan , pet For information call 436-2113. Occidental were unchanged at floodlights to assist in rescue
70 and 18%, respectively.
operations. Workers used metal
causing heavy crop damage
Penn Central was steady a cutting torches to slice through
Scattered showers and thun4% in the rails, as w the twisted debris as police
derstorms occurred from the BIG SUNDAE
Northern Plains to the southern WOOSTER, Ohio (UPI)—The Chesapeake & Ohio at 604. emergency teams and ambuRockies and in the coastal world's largest ice cream Southern Pacific eased % t lance crews converged on the
states from New Jersey to sundae-883 pounds--was de- 40%, but Burlington Northern platform.
"The cause of the accident a
voured in 45 minutes by about added % to 46%.
Louisiana.
U.S. Steel dipped % to 311
/
4, not yet known," Penn Centrai
Gugy winds whipped portions 2,000 persons gathered here for
with Bethlehem down % t spokesman Bob Van Wagoner
Of Montana and Idaho. Miles a holiday fireworks display.
22N.
Bercaw,
Bob
owner
Republic held unchanged said about an hour after Us
of
the
ice
reported
wind
Mont.,
City,
cream parlor and restaurant, at 24%. Union Carbide picked derailment. "It was apparently
gusts up to 60 miles an hour
not a awitching problem. The
claimed the world record for UP 1,'11 to 48 among
and Glasgow, Mont.. reported
Chemica derailment apparently occurred
his creation, which contained 42 chemicals. Allied
hour.
an
miles
gusts of 57
gained /
1
4 Id) 32%, but Monsen just as the train entered the
Elsewhere, pleasant summer flavors of ice cream'
platform area."
" Bercaw said the previous dipped % to 4111
/
4.
a eather prevailed.
record was a 667 pound sundae
General Motors slipped 141 to The train was the 8:01 am
temperatures
morning
Early
prepared by Baskin-Robbins of 792 in its group. Ford fell ¼ tc from Brewster, scheduled' to
ranged from 38 at Kalispell
Hollywood, Calif.
1371,, but Chrysler gained /
1
4 tc arrive in Grand Central at 9.31
Mont . to 94 at Needles. Calif
a.m.
2678.

Former Murray
Teacher Dies

News

B-52s Pound...

By ROBERT BETTS
Copley News Service

tenor room as in the larger
model.
At a time when Detroit is
strongly considering the introducticti of mini-cars in the 1,80C
pound class and Japan is
knocking at the door with their
subcoinpacts, Fiat might be a
step ahead with either the 128
or the 127.
Only time, and the public,
will tell.

"For nearly two centuries
there has been a tendency to
overemphasize our Colonial
experience on the East Coast
and particularly the Thirteen
Original Colonies," said Glenn
R.Conrad, director of Archives
and Manuscripts Collection at
the University of Southwestern
Louisiana.
"In addition to these Colonies
of British origin," he noted,
Q. My motorhome has been "the French made colonial
in storage for the last year and beginnings in Florida and
now I am planning to take an Texas, a permanent settlement
extended trip in it. When I was made in Illinois and
stored it away, I put it up on. Louisiana and the Spaniards
blocks and every month or so settled in St. Augustine,
started it up and ran the engine Pensacola, Santa Fe and San
and accessories for about a half Diego — all before 1776!"
"Our Colonial Beginnings" is
an hour. Do you think it is
ready to drive away now, or the theme of this year's
does the fact that it sat program of the Bicentennial
stationary so long mean I Committee of the Daughters of
the American Revolution.
should really check it over?
Florida's Bicentennial
R.T.N., Mich.
Commission has held several
A. Although you had it stored meetings and is now forming
for a long period, the fact that guidelines for the
state's inyou ran it every so often has volvement in Bicentennial
probably saved you a lot of celebrations.
time and expense so far as getThe designation of Miami as
ting it ready for your trip is an official Bicentennial City
is
concerned. I would still check not so odd as people may think.
the vehicle out closely, like The Third Century, U. S.
A.
looking for leaks and tightening Bicentennial
organization
up bolts, but a change of oil and there, points out that "although
filter and radiator flush will Miami was just a mangrove
most likely be your biggest ex- swamp when the Colonists
pense. But even if you use your marched against British
rnotorhome every week, a close muskets, St. Augustine had
check before a major trip is a already passed its 200th year.
wise move.
-What we'll be comIf you have a question about memorating in 1976 is not only
your car, motorcycle or rec- two centuries of a momentous
historical event, but a spirit
reational vehicle, write to
Motorways, Copley News Serv- and a heritage as well. Miami
ice, P.O. Box 190, San Diego, has 1,700 undeveloped acres of
prime land where the BicenCalif. 92112.
tennial celebration will emerge

Mrs. T.H. Marberry
Former Farmington
Resident, Dies Mon.

Severe Weather
Developing In
The Midwest

SKIN DIVER—Rocky, a 9-week-old raccoon, goes for her
first swim in Denver's Boyd Lake with her mistress,
Pam Neil, and is eager to get back to dry land.

F

along with Florida International University and an
International Trade and
Cultural Center.
"Southern Florida has been
established as the launch pad to
to
hatch
the
space,
oceanographic exploration,
gateway to The Third Century
of American progress. If
America is the past, it is
equally the future."
The only Revolutionary War
site in Ohio — though it has
many
historical
other
memorials — is the Fort
Laurens State Memorial. A
Revolutionary
War
interpretation center is being
designed for it for the Bicentennial. Multimedia exhibits
incorporating original art, film
projects, artifacts, special light
and sound effects will portray
the Ohio environment during
the 1776 period.
Western and southwestern
states are cooperating in plans
for a regional celebration in
1976. Arizona, California,
Colorado, Nevada, New
Mexico, Texas and Utah, all
with common ties of Spanish
heritage, hope to involve the
Mexican and Indian communities in the regional
celebration.
An enthusiastic project is
under way at Lubbock, Tex.
Called the Ranch Headquarters
Museum, it will be a working,
living monument to ranching,
which came into Texas from
Mexico -in the 18th Century
when Spaniards brought cattle
northward as a food supply for
missions and frontier settlements.
About 20 historic ranch
buildings are being collected
from other parts of the state,
assembled on a 12-acre site
provided by Texas Tech
University, restored and
furnished in authentic detail.
Each building will tell its part
in the story of the growth of the
ranching industry.
The American Revolution
Bicentennial Commission has
described
the
Ranch
Headquarters as providing
"significant evidence of the
history and development of the
West in a way which will
enhance' the Bicentennial
celebration."
WATCHFUL WIFE
ADLINGTON, England (UPI)
—For 34 years Harry Stringer,
56, worked awkward shifts in
his railroad job and his wife
Elsie had to put up with it. So
when the time came for the
railroad to give Stringer a gold
watch for 40 years service, he
asked if it could be a woman's
for his wife. British Rail
agreed. Said Mrs. Stringer: "It
was a wonderful thought."
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One Killed...

Today's Stock
Market

PAC

Florsheim & Freeman

_

t•ivrei,

Dress

SHOES up to 50%
One Group Casual

TROUSERS 25%

on

Straw

TROUSERS /
1
2

HATS

Short Sleeve Dress

SHIRTS

50°/0

may
but
n1
story
n0,
7

/
1
2 Price

Short Sleeve Sport

Off.r

Knit

SHIRTS

1/2

On

Bermuda

/
1
2 Off
SHIRTS
SHORTS
SWIM SUITS 1/2 Price ANNECK WEAR

1/2 Price
/
1
2 Price

* BOYS *

SPORsTurCirupT,S0
One Table

50ToqSHIRTS 25%
KNIT SHIRTS-25%0ff

TROUSERS '300

Dress

,

SWIM WEAR----v2 Price

CORN -AUSTIN

(WE WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY)
(Terms of Sale: All Sales Cash - No Exchanges No Refunds
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Famous
captain
is back
By GREGORY JENSEN
LONDON (UPI) - In the
year 1906 a born loser named
Wilhelm Voigt put on a uniform and made absolute fools
of the rulers and people of
Prussia.
ear 1930 Carl
In the
Zucktayer wrote a play about
Voigt which made absolute
foolishness of some of the conceits of a man named Adolf
Hitler.
In the year 1971 the
National Theater of Britain
mounted a talent-heavy revival
of"The Captain of Koepenick"
lwhich makes fools of abso
flutely no one involved.
Paul Scofield, who won an
',Oscar as "A Man for All
Seasons," plays the captain.
l'he evening is rich in impres4ive acting, witty sets and cosliumes, even an umpah-ing
Lerman band.
4 Yet throughout, one's mind
keeps straying to the man who
natarted it all-to the mustach4oed shadow of Wilhelm Voigt.
Vogt was an inveterate vicn
,tim. Everything he did went
?wrong, and most of it landed
lkim in jail.
" He never could cope with
bureaucracy gone mad-a society where a man couldn't
Iget a job without a work permit because he had no job.
tVoigt couldn't stay where he
.was without an identity card
zaind couldn't travel without a
,Ipassport.
4, At 56, worn to a frazzled
rtipher from bucking this Bpi'gem,-muddled by 30 -years in
lad for net conforming,
ilbehu Voigt finally rebelled.
He played a little trick.
He bought an army uniform
In an old-clothes store, put it
:on and played soldier-and
fooled everybody. His most
outrageous orders were obeyed
at the double. He practically
.took over the town of
Koepenick. For one brief, glorious moment, the born loser
won.
Voigt lost again quickly, of
frourse. But after his inevitable
iarrest a Berlin newspaper confeiied Voigt had put his finger
on a fundamental Prussian
truth:
"It is undoubtedly a fact int
Prussia that the uniform rules
and governs," it said." ... The
man who wears a uniform triumphs, not because he is better, or cleverer, or more pru' I dent than his neighbors, but
because he is in uniform."
As the Nazi party began
94sining strength in Germany,
rauckmayer sensed this same
n, mania rising once again. So he
b wrote Voigt's story in comicstrip style, ridiculing the idea
a that a man is what he wears.
Adolf Hitler was not
, I amused. The satire struck too
close to home. ,Zuckmayer's
ay was a hit for two years,
but when Hitler became chancellor he snuffed it out.
Since the war, "Captain"
has become a modern German
classic, though seldom done in
English. Now John Mortimer,
a talented playwright on his
own, provided what was lacking-a bright and sprightly
English version.
The National's "Captain"
may fall short of great theater,
but it tells a wonderful true
story. Wilhelm Voigt, the eternal loser who probably didn't
enjoy living it, would have
loved watching it, seeing himself a hero at last.

El

RITZ

INST

•

45c

1-1b. box

AQ.QjQc

CRACKERS
39C

6-oz. jar 99C
(with coupon below)

794

Offer Expires 7-24-71

•

TREET

1-1b. box

Parkers

SAVE 20' WHEN YOU BUY A
ma. again
COFFEE CRYSTALS

MEAT

nEE

GOLDEN HARVEST

MARGARINE
3/$1"Plkg-lb

SPCA!.
WITH THIS COUPON

FLOUR
'169

att.

BLUE

6

Pure Vegetable

n tow n
rrrr y

slk
WE GIVE UP-;City.pfficials
threw in the tamel after
painting this light pole
izreen two times when
teenagers kept coating it
in red, white and blue. The
youths painted the pole
three Millet, to honor a returning serviceman.

copal lig

Good_ thru 7-31-71 t)

12-oz. can

Shortening

Peaches

EDON

69; Bathroom
Tissue

Urge 2/
2 Size
1

3-lb. Can

L

WITNONT

Rich tex

Hunt's Yellow Cling

Wesso

99c
Gomm. mot Mut I 70 el It

3/$1"

32-oz. size

25-lb. bag

130eisorr

TREtr

DISHWASHING
LIQUID

3P1

Large 48-oz.

Duncan Hines

99it

4-Roll Pkg.

CAKE MIX

3

Excluding Angel Food
2-oz. Box
/
181

29;

t yjis

C

616.,

pm #88

F•
-41
"

Lean Meaty Boston Butt

,toot,11.4.1161*.m.,

Fancy California

PORK ROAST

Pork Roast
Leon, Tender

Pork Steak

lb

39;

Choice
Cut for Grilling

Lean Ground

Chuck Steak

Beef Patties

lb

791

lb

794

Lean, Boneless

2/891

410IP

FRESH DAILY /

•

CANTALOUPES

Jumbo Size

Fancy Yellow

3/$1°°

BANANAS
California Red
GRAPES

t
lb. 10

39'
3/25'
49c
lb.

'Yellow Sweet

'CORN
Fancy Washington Red Winesap

APPLES

3-lb. bag

kor Carefree

•(t

mer
rffillki FUNS

Frosty Acres
PORK CUTLETS
ib.691 FRENCH FRIES
Frosty Acres

1-1b. pkg.

39

Fresh Bar-B-0

CREAM PIES

Assorted Flavors

Frosty Acres

POT PIES

Beef, Chicken, Turkey

Frosty Acres

Chickens and STRAWBERRIES
Frosty
Hams
WHIPPED TOPPING

10-oz. pkg

Whip

TRY SOME TODAY!!

P- ARKE

Located In Downtown
Shopping Center
7 a.m. to 9 p.m.
6 Days A Week

29'
4/$1
5/$
29'
2

2 lb bag

Small Size

"IF YOU MATCH OUR QUALITY ... YOU CAN'T BEAT OUR PRICE"

•

Family

ARMOUR
S
'

LUNCHEON
'
BLUE BONNE

Neck Bones
171

•

oily

limit
I Per

TEA — 3 oz. size

1'23969
WITH THIS COUPON
(c)

CRACKERS COFFEE

Fresh Pork

Price

100%

KEEBLER ZESTA

Sliced Bacon

Price

NESTEA

T FOLGER
S
'

Morrell Frontier Brand
Off

INSTANT

We help you

WIENERS
120z pkg.

Price

PARKER'S

- 1 ilIlllea I
‘

Morrell All-Meat

Off
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SAVE
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1111111111111111a,

COt _ N

TEA

89

3-oz

DIAL SOAP
2 39'

69'

COFFEE
1-lb. can

OFFER EXPI. ES 7-13-71
_CAOD ONLY 4! STOREY'S

COUPON

N
.P
1"......COUPO
Limit: One Per

COFFEE
10-oz far

BEL-AIR SHOPPING CENTER

WE IlIZE NT NEVER CLOSE.

Famil

Camden

4 pkg box

FRYERS

COUPON

COUPON
LIMIT: One Per Family

64-oz.

11" SLENDER z 8`
OFFER EXPIRES 7-13-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

MORRELL ECONOMY SLAB

Fresh

U.S.D.A. GOV'T INSPECTED

OFFER EXPIRES 7-13-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

OFFER EXPIRES 7-13-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

OFFER EXPIRES 7-13-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

s2"

3-lo. can

LIMIT: One Per Family
Kb* She

'1" SLENDER 39'I DOWNY

OFFER EXPIRES 7-13-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

COFFEE

bars
bath size
OFFER EXPIRES 7-13-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

OFFER EXPIRES 7-13-71
GOOD ONLY AT STOREY'S

LIMIT: One per Family
Fetters

LIMIT: One Per Family
Maxwell Ream

LIMIT: One Per Family

LIMIT: One Per Family
Maxwell House

LIMIT: Or, cr Family

COUPON

COUPON'

COUPON.

SLICED BACON

!MD BEEF1b5

27; ROAST

.•1.•LAN3GMKall

SU

litI PAC .1t & TMFs

U.S.D.A. Choice
Rump

Whole

Cut-Up

lb.

FRYERS

354

U.S.D.A. CHOICE

TE K

Broil

Morrell All-Meat

BOLOGNA

'STEAKS

,lb

97

Boneless
lb.

$1.79

lb

Breakfast

$1.69

By-the-Piece

59,

lb.

MORRELL

Elm Hill All-Meat

ROUND STEAK WIENERS

°z Pkg

Pork

ECK BONES

lb

19' PORK CH

U.S.D.A. Choice

Extra Loan

U.S.D.A. Choice

b 79 SWISS

MORTON

TV DINNERS

STEAK

lb

89 CHUCK ROAST

(LIMIT: 6)
4 1/2

BABY FOOD

oz.

LYNN GROVE
GRADE A LARGE

EGGS'

PORK SAUSAGE

lb. 47

•

3 lb. $1"

BALLARD

391SlikefORT RIBS

Heitetz Hamburger Sliced

Bush

PPLE SAUCE 1c€X 5/$1 DILL PICKLES
Giant Size

79c

LI)
15-oz. cans

Royal Prince

GREEN BEANS 2/29c
Country Style

TIDE

$1
A

6/

Solids

69*
T
trE
in
act o

CRISCO

IEED
ur

7

Er

*ILL
radios
tiadios

3-lb. can
(LIMIT: 1)
Borden's

CREMORA

:00 p
WILL
Inside
rates.

59,

22-0z. jar

INSTANT

NESTEA

p.m
thro
Sat

89;

3-oz. jar

Golden Ripe

BANANAS

lb.

OOZE
vice;
tank
Story,
7850.

104

Boy'
Men
HO'
Dr

BY
PH
FURNI
All wo
up and
Antiqu
McCoy
CEPTI
boe wo
5933.
WILL
weeken
5:00 an

Cello P141.

GREEN ON IONS
Giant Size

15-oz. cans

g $ 00

Fresh

1MIT:6,39

491

2 Gal.
1
/

O
E
L
O
BISCUITS
8-oz.
cans

lb.

29

LEA

English Mountain Cut

TOMATOES

lb

Purex

Doz. 39;B
Horn• Grown

89'

Elm Hill Fully Cooked

Store Made

Heinz

6

lb.

lb.

PURE VEGETABLE

Boneless

Canby Fly

PICNICS-

Except
Beef & Ham

PORK CUTLETS

STEAK8

POT ROAST

Pkg 10

lOttRADISHES

'5.00 add. pur., excluding
tob. & dairy product:I
(LIMIT: 1)

4

49-oz. box

WANT
unfurni
Phone

FOUNE
kitten a
753-5,442

SISEWPACIITP 7.11JYTAWS

Family

'2"
7-13-71
KEY'S
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SERVICES OFFERED

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

NOTICE

NOTICE

Pennynle
Barrow Show-i
Set July 27 ‘1.:11

10x55 MONARCH Mobile home, PE'NTA TREATEb lumber.
furnished, carpeted, has MI11% Resistant to rot and termites.
and air conditioner, city ps: 2 Ideal for boat docks and any
miles from campus. Phone 753. weather exposed uses. Murray
TFC Lumber Co., Maple Street,
65E9
for owners of
ITC
Murray, Kentucky.
17' THOMPSON BOAT, 75 H.P.
FarPhone
Evinrude motor.
The annual Pennyrile Barrolii
J7C SIX AKC dr FIELD registered
mington 382-2299.
Irish Setter pups of top quality
Show will be held Tuesday, Jidy
with 15 champions on pedigree.
27, at the fairgrounds in
Incorporated
MAYTAG PORTA-WASHER Phone 753-4881.
J13C
Hopkinsville.
will hook up to sink. Less than 1
According to State Agriculture
J7C
year old. Phone 753-7547.
Commissioner J. Robert Miller,
HONDA SUPER 90. Newly
JULY 7
overhauled. $135.00. Call 753the show will begin at 1:00 p.m.*/
GUITAR. 1 year old. Beautiful 2263
J9P
with entries being received As(
folk guitar sound. Call 753morning up until 12 noon. Ng
TO
J9P 1970 MODEL MOBILE Home,
9593.
advanced entry is required.
Joe W. Dortch, Parts Mgr.
12'x60', like new. Located at
Dr. Mac Whiteker, Univers*:
SEE...
of Kentucky swine specialist, we"
AKC & FIELD and trail Paradise Trailer Park, 5 miles
Eddie Hale, Assistant
judge the classes, which an,
Registered Irish Setter pups. North of Cadiz. Owner Bobby
J17P
Hyde, phone 522-6821.
being offered for purebred,
Phone 753-3509 after 6:00 p.m.
the
Featuring
Jane Potts
you
and
commercial
July8NC
exhibitors. A judging contest Neff
RABBITS, FRYERS, 50c each,
Jimmy Morris
be held for both youth and adult‘
REGISTERED SAINT Bernard bucks and does, cheap while they
participants.
pups, great with children, last. Contact Floyd Barrow, 492J9C
The carcass contest and
reasonable prices, terms. Only 4 8445.
banquet will be July 29 at the
left. Melody-Ayre Kennels,
Frosty Morn Packing Cp.,
Buchanan, Tennessee, phone 901 REAL ESTATE FOR SALE * CHALLENGER OWNERS:
Olvie Mathis, Service Mgr.
J8C COLONIAL BRICK 3 bedrooms,-'Clarksville, Tenn.
247-3345.
Your 1971 license receipt will admit you
Miller said the show is opera°
Judy Wall, Assistant
bath and half centrally cooled 4.
Kentucky swine produceist
all
months
3
SOFA.
AL
"
paved
back,
HIDE-A-BED
and heated, fenced
and one guest Present to cashier.
Jerry Birdsong, General Tech.
and be encouraged them ta
old. Moving; must sell. $150. Call drive. Shown Friday by apparticipate, either as an exhibitor
J9P pointment. For more information
753-9593.
***********4t or an observer. He said the onTom Bell, General Tech.
J9P ********
call 753-2767.
foot judging, followed by the
NO regret, the best yet; Blue
"APPLICATIONS ARE being
Larry Poyner, General Tech.
carcass evaluation, will provide
carpets NEW THREE bedroom home received for a Nurse Aide class
cleans
Lustre
NOTICE
them information beneficial to
beautifully. Rent electric with bath, overlooking Kentucky starting in July. Please apply in
their swine operations.
• Dick Henninger, General Tech.
J10C Lake, 16 miles from Murray, Nursing Office". MurrayIf you do not receive your
shampooer $1. Big K.
Producers desiring additio
some finish work yet to be done, Calloway County Hospital. J10C
paper by six p.m. call 753and 6:30
information about the sh
beach
and
6:00
ramp
boat
between
includes
Loyd Lester, General Tech.
9269
CARPET WET? Don't fret!
should contact their local ex
area privileges, $7,850. Call Mrs. ELECTROLUX SALES & Serp.m.
Clean with Blue Lustre and renta
Bill Grogan, Front End Alignment
tension agent, or the Division;
Helm, 436-5320 Hamlin, Ken- vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M.
new shampooer $1.00. Western
FarShows & Fairs, Kentu
TFC
382-2468,
phone
tucky.
Sanders,
Auto, Home of "The Wishing
Earl Taylor, New Car Get Ready
A5C WE LIKE Children. Child Care Department of Agriculture;1
J8C THREE BEDROOM farm home, mington,Kentucky.
Well."
-4
Center (8:00- 11:30 a.m., week- Frankfort, 40601.
Joe B. Dortch, Lubrication
2,-2 miles West of ICirjtsey on new MOBILE HOME & boat in- days), State licensed Kinfloor
of
SUPPLIES; 15 gallons
gravel road, jnit off the surance. Broad coverage. Low
•
Mike Grogan, Wash Rack
James Scott, Wash Rack
finishing, priced to sell. Phone packusburg Road. Phone 489- rates. Excellent claim service. dergarten, Sunday School
classes. Phone 753-31= for inTFC 2627.
753-9162 after 7:00 p.m.
July10C See us before you buy. Galloway
formation or transportation.
Estate Agency. Memorial Baptist Church.
J7Chome, Insurance & Real
bedroom
FIVE
LOVELY
TWO BEDROOM furnished 17:x50
July7C
753-5842.
Phone
trailer. Carpet, air-conditioned, full basement, large corner lot,
A representative of the
Doris Williams, Office Mgr.
Ruby Van Dyke, Assistant
`under-pinned and fenced in yard. 75x150. Owner transferring. 1700
Administration will he,.
NOTICE
ESTATE
Business
Phone
$17,500.00
Asking
Miller.
J7C
Phone 753-7854.
Agency's part-time office
that
at
TFC
753-4178.
Jean Lee
in the City Hall on the First Floor;
REALTONE PI watt AM-FM, SMALL FARM; good location;
Paducah, Kentucky, on July 15,
hereby given that CITIZENS FIDELITY BANK
is
Notice
Call 753-2617 and ask for Judy for a service appointment
FM stereo receiver, Panasonic business or future investment.
as announced by R. B.
AND TRUST COMPANY of Louisville, Kentucky, was apTurntable, 2-6" speakers. 6 One mile East Murray, apBlankenship, SBA Distriq
pointed as Executor of the will of R.B. Parker, Jr., deceased,
months old, Perfect condition. proximately 10 acres pasture.
Director. The office, operated Kt
on June 15, 1971, by the Calloway County Court. All persons
J9P Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
$110. Call 753-9593.
a semi-monthly basis every fill
having claims against the estate are hereby notified to
Cozy older 7room house,modern.
and third Thursday, will be opete
present same, verified according to law, to the undersigned
8000 BTU AIR-CONDITIONER, For appointment call 436Incorporated
from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
personal representative of the estate no later than October 7,
good condition, $50.00. Ton 2173.
TFC
1971. All persons owing the estate are likewise requested to
So. 12th Street - Across from Uncle Jeff's Murray, Kentucky
thermostatic wall heaters, $10.00
In order to determine credit
make payment.
each. 1666 Ryan Avenue.
J9P BY OWNER: 3 bedroom brick
and eligibility requirements
house. Living room, large
SBA loan programs, it fit
CTTIZENS FIDELITY BANK AND TRUST COMPANY
BOYS 16 inch bicycle, excellent paneled family room, all built4n
suggested that the businessmen
1140
Box
P.O.
J9C ,kitchen, 2 baths, large carport
condition. Phone 492-8604.
bring with them a recent'
40201
Kentucky
Louisville,
with storage area, central heat
INVITATION FOR BIDS
financial statement or balance
HELP WANTED
INTERIOR dt EXTERIOR
Attention: Michael N. Harreld,
Within
draperies
stay.
all
air,
and
BABY CRIB, mattress, and chest
sheet of the business and a profit
painting, experienced. By conAssistant Trust Officer
Notice is hereby given that the of drawers to match.$50. Call 753- walking distance of Robertson
7
and loss statement for the
J23,30&July
tract or hour. Phone 489FEMALE HELP Wanted, 30-40 Fiscal Court of Calloway County 9593
J9P Elementary, new high school and
J1OP age group. Local retail store. Full
previous full year. This in=87.
University. See at 1607 Loch
will accept bids on the item
formation pertains to established
time employment. Only ones that mentioned below until 9:00 a.m.,
for
753-5367
Phone
Drive.
Lomond
NEED A baby sitter to come to needs to work apply. Send Thursday, July 15, 1971, in the MAHOGANY EXECUTIVE
businesses. However, anyone
J13C
appointment.
CHIEF GREENWELL Flea
your home? Phone 767-4774. resume to P.O. Box 32K, Murray,
interested in establishing a new
de,ak • Excellent condition.
AUTOS FOR SALE
office,
Clerk's
Court
County
J9C Kentucky.
References if required.
business is encouraged to consult
.110C Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky. 29 x58" top. Desk lamp included. HOUSE: 1002 Walnut Street. Market, will operate on Sunday
only during the hot months. Best 1968 JAVELIN,air, power, 16,000 with this representative as well
J9P
large
large
bedrooms,
Three
all
c
90.
$
753-9591
the
to
Each bid must conform
WILL REPAIR tape player,
living room, kitchen and dining and least expensive way to sell or actual miles. Phone 753-5583 after as other businessmen who are in
specifications set forth or be its
radios, record players, C-B HOMEWORKERS
J10C need of financial advice or
SLABS & SAWDUST. W. M. area. Available now. Contact buy anything. Phone Country 5:00pm
WANTED: equivalent.
radios, etc. Phone 7534080 part-time,full-time work at home
assistance.
Avery Lumber Co., Puryear, Hayden Rickman. 753-3242 days Boys Sotre now! 885-5914, nine
miles from Hopkinsville, Junc- 1970 VOLKSWAGEN CAMPER,
Tuesday and Thursday or after mailing our circulars. For details
TFC or 753-5450 after 7:00 p.m
Tenn.
J9C
-ONE Ili TRUCKITC rush self-addressed, stamped
J9C 13,800 miles. Phone 753-2280 after In addition to an SBA loan
tion,Ky.117 and 164.
s:00 p.m.
MOVING MUST SELL like new, THREE BEDROOM home. on 3
envelope and 35c to US En- 1972 model
J7C representative, there will be a
12:00 noon.
SCORE(Service Corps of Retired
T/ILL BUSHHOG vacant lots terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7, 23,000 pound capacity G. V. W. 1969 Mobile Home, 12 ft. wide, acres, basement, air conditioned, BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
front and rear bedrooms, fur- fully carpeted, stove, dish for rent or sale. Rent applies to 1970 V28 CAMERO. Factory Executives) Counselor available
inside city limits. Reasonable Mayfield,Kentucky 42066. TFC
cab and chassis
Piano
AlOC
to talk with small business
nished, 12000 BTU air con- washer, 10 miles east of Murray purchase. Lonardo
rates. Phone 753-3798.
72" cab to axle - 144" WB - C & C ditioner, under pinning included,
Company, across from Post nags. Phone 753-4074 after 5:00 inquirers. SCORE represen94
on
474Phone
Highway
THE MURRAY Board of truck
J8C
J9C p.m.
Tenn.
JOZER WORK; back hoe sertatives in the Paducah area are
see to ap- 2329.
J13C office, Paris,
Education is now taking ap- 7,000 pound capacity front axle well cared for. Must
vice; septic tank cleaning; septic
753Call
Offer.
Robert E. Sachs and Ross L.
preciate. Make
and
custodians
for
plications
17,000 pound capacity two-speed =144 after 6:00 p.m.
WANT TO do sewing and baking. 1958 FORD pick-up with shell Cochran.
tank installation. Gene Steely, 901
J9NC
RENT
FOR
bookkeeper-lunchroom super- rear axle
Also have clarinet and king size camper. Good condition. $350.002
Story, Murray, Ky., Phone 753TWO bedroom duplex bed for sale. ftheita Travis, 753. Phone 753-7338.
NEW
J7P
July17C visor. Age range-21-60. Ap- heavy duty vacuum brakes
1
7850.
puppies,
plications are available at the minimum 300 cubic inch V-8 AKC PEIUNGNESE
heat and air, 5s29.
J9C
special apartment. Central
,
females,
2
and
male
Board Office Building, Poplar at engine with governor
1969 CHEVY NOVA, maroon, 6
carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone
BARHORNBUCKLE'S
Ninth Street.
J7C right and left side West Coast price, make nice pets. Call 753- 753-7850.
TFC OVERWEIGHT? WEIGHT Loss cylinder, straight shift, good
J9P
2767.
BER SHOP, Open 3:00
guaranteed or your money back. tires. Call 753-4447 after 5:00
mirror: 7" x 16"
LARGE ROOMS witn recreation Phone Shapemakers,753p.m.-10:00 p.m. Tuesday
1
p.m.
ATTENTION LADIES: Would heavy duty front springs
TWENTY-TWO weaning pigs. &ea. Country Estate. Phone 436through Friday.
July13C
2962.
you like to manage Murray's minimum 12,500 pound rear Call 4924644.
J9P
•
July29C
2173.
Saturday, 11:00-7:00.
1963 CHEVY VAN, 6 cylinder,
FOR LEASE
finest fabric store? Inquire in springs with auxiliary
Closed Monday.
good condition. See at 509 So.
person at Fab-N-Trim, 314 Main, four speed, heavy duty tran- FIVE-8 weeks old white Collie ROOM; WITH private entrance.
Boy's Haircut, 75c.
8th.
J9C
J8C tanission
Murray,Kentucky.
puppies. Sire and dam both Cooking priviliges if desired.
LOT
Men's Haircut, $1.00.
900 x 20 x 10 ply front tires
Choice,
working
dogs.
cattle
of
Wanting
distance
campus.
BARHORNBUCKLE'S
MALE & FEMALE; cook and 900 x 20 x 10 ply mud-and-snoe 15.00. Phone 753-6107or 753FOR LEASE
1967 MUSTANG FASTBACK 289,
Phone 753-1387.
J7C
BER SHOP
waitresses. Full or part time. nylon rear tires
J9P
3
5117.
speed, wide ovals, chrome
213 Spruce Street.
Apply at Long John Silver's, heater: fresh air and defrost
Large Display Lot
MOBILE HOME on Kentucity
J9P
wheels. Phone 492-8722.
PHONE 753-7742
South 12th Street, across from 1 qt. oil bath air cleaner
TAPPAN DISH washer. Cheap. Lake, 10 miles from Murray in
Inn
641
on
Holiday
to
next
BY APPOINTMENT ALSO
Big K.
Ptc oil filter
Two
Shores.
J9C Panorama
Phone 753-4724.
PHONE 753-7742
AUCTION SALE
5 cab lights
bedrooms, 16x16 ft. living room,
South is for lease Only
spoke wheels..20" x 7"
AUCTION SALE, Saturday, July
ONE SMALL drop leaf table with seperate dining room, central
CONSULTANTS
SAFETY
FURNITURE ItEFINISHING.
10, 10:00 a.m. at the Elnora
8200.00 per month. This lot
heat
and
airneeded, Earn $50.00 to $90-00 Per equipped with 9' x7' dump body chairs. Frigidaire refrigerator, electric
All work guaranteed. Free pickwith quarter cab shield
Wallace home place, 506 South
bookcase conditioning, all new appliances,
ironer,
twin
two
experience
No
time.
Part
week.
of
worth
$1500.00
over
has
up and delivery. Free estimate.
5 yard sides, 6 yard end
4th St., Murray, Kentucky. Lots
full book- including washer. On private lot.
phone
one
beds,
interview,
For
headboard
necessary.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry
of items of furniture, dishes,
J9C
improvements on it.
J8C hoist to be mounted in full sub case headboard bed and 2 end Phone 436-5571.
July16C 753-1442.
McCoy,753-3045.
frame
antiques and what have you.
J9P
tables. Phone 753-8222.
Some items are: Poster bedroom
BODY OR CLEAN up shop
INCOME TOO SMALL? With full hoist to be 10 ton cap.
For information
CEPTIC TANK cleaning, back or part time Ftawleigh Home hoist to be underneath type
suite, tables, chairs, couch,
GAS DRYER, perfect condition, Large, convenient. Phone 435Bob Nemeth
Call
hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753- Service Plan, many earning $3 hoist to have double arms
antique dresser, pie safe, treadle
E075.
J13P
$35.00 off. White custom
July29C hourly and up. Write giving
5933.
sewing machine, Jenny Lind bed,
draperies, size 171172", $80.00
Collect 219-287-5958
as outright bid and-or
State
PLrj'
iv TRA 1 LEtt space;
picture frames, large collection
Rawleigh
16"
Harris,
Child's
Ray
no:
new, sell for $30.00.
phone
glass and other items. For inCUT or trim trees on Co., Erectly,t, Illinois or call 815- with option to trade-in 1966 Dodge bicycle,$8.00. Golf clubs and bag, beautiful, quiet living. Highway
formation call Otto Chester
weekends. Call 474-2382 between 232-4161 between Band 4:30. .111C truck, serial number
J9C No. 121, Kentucky Lake, Division
$15.00. Phone 753-8459.
WANTED TO BUY
ITC
1581558745.
No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0,
J7NC
Auction Service, Lynn Grove,
500 and 6:00.
August2C
J9C ABEL STAND-I. W. Abel,
435-4042.
potatoes, Murray,Kentucky.
TEN
red
BUSHELS
TO
BUY,
WANTS
pony
complete
RENT
WANTED TO
president of the United'
TRACTOR-TRAILER DRIVERS
TRAILER FOR RENT. See 'vrith bridle and saddle. Phone
$3.00 per bushel. Phone 496Steel Workers, ilaid the ,
tExperlesce set Necessary)
.j4C Braadon Dill at Dill's Trailer 753-2470.
WANT TO RENT; 2 bedroom
8472.
J9P
government is overdue in
Court, Murray Drive-In Entrance
unfurnisned house. Reasonable.
providing public' service
to
WOULD
LIKE
buy,
ladies
driving record.
good
used
have
Must
calls
phone
No
JOC
p.m.
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols aftet 4:00
Phone 753-5058
jobs to reduce unemployZ.
J9C
Be in good health. To train for
J9C golf bag. Phone 753-8256.
in Kentucky. No increase in please.
ment and bolster the econlocal and over-the-road hauling.
prices. Country Boy Stores, the
omy. Abel, shown taping a'
WANT TO. BUY; logs and
LOST& FOUND
For application, call 606-299-8912
available
man
FOR
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles ROOM
TV show in Washington,A
standing timber Also have for
or write NATION WIDE SEMI
from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky. immediately. Furnished apart- sale lumber and sawdust
he was not in favw ot:2
FOUND: SMALL gray Tabby DIVISION, 171 New Circle Road,
117 & 164. Open Sundays until 400 ments. Zimmerman Apartments, Murray Saw Mill and Lumber
a tax cut to accelerate th0
kitten at 1313,1 West Main. Phone N.E., Lexington, Kentucky
Phone
753Street
16th
South
Aug30C
J9P
nation's economy.
TFC
753-4147
" ..SL.
.
753-5542.
J9C
40506.
.19C Co Phone
6609
.e.

1411137

meliwialaw

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
PARTS and SERVICE OPERATION

FREE MOVIE

DODGE Challengers

120000ra-tit

WED.

* PARTS DEPARTMENT *

* SERVICE DEPARTMENT *

* BOOKKEEPING DEPARTMENT *

DODGE Challengers in
the greatest car chase ever filmed!

SBA Rep At Paducah •-•
Thursday, July 15

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET

Acellow=1111*

1

for.
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Secoad pima
HONG KONG (UPI) - The
Japanese may replace the
Americans this year as the
biggest group of tourists to
Hong Kong, says the Hong
Kong Tourist Association. A
spokesman
said
104,000
Japanese visited Hong Kong in
the first five months of 1971,
compared with 81,000 Americans.

MONEY MATTERS

Shareholder show-offs
draw companies' fire
By CARL W.RrITER
Copley News Service
Corporate
gadflies exhibitionists who attend annual meetings to show off have become such a common
headache for management that
many large corporations are
seriously
interested
in
discontinuing the shareholders'
yearly get-togethers.
A few corporations already
hove eliminated the annual
meeting, taking advantage of a
INN revision of the Delaware
general corporation law to do
so.
Disruptive activities had
turned their annual meetings
into rap sessions at best and
circuses at worst.
Other companies are known
to try to discourage large
stockholder turnouts, usually
by scheduling the annual
meetings at inconvenient
places. Top executives often
complain that no real purpose
is served by the meetings and
that they distract top people in
their firms from operational
tasks.
The corporate approach to
annual meetings has gone
pretty much full circle.
In the old days, until after
Work! War II, annual meetings
in general were sober enough
affairs attended by top
executives and a smattering of
large shareholders.
Then came powerful public
relations efforts to the 1950s
and throughout much of the
1960s, with canpazues seeking
to attract sizable audiences.
Now there's a swing in the
opposite clirectiai_
During the heyday of the
annual meetings, free lunch for
everyone was perhaps the most
popular gimmick used to attract a crowd.
But there was other hoopla,
including giving away items
produced by the corporations.
Railroads often provided
unusual social color at their
annual meetings. A special
train once carried stockholders

from New York City to Albany
for an annual meeting. Other
railroads took stockholders on
excursions to inspect new
facilities.
Brunswick Corp. held a
meeting at Chicago's swank
South Shore Country Club,
• where shareholders watched
prominent sports professionals
demonstrate new equipment.
McGregor-Doniger, Inc.,
provided shareholders with a
show featuring kilted girls and
bagpipe music.
American Telephone St
Telegraph Co. traditionally
attracted huge crowds to annual meetings, largely through
the device of free box lunches.
When the utility dropped its
free lunch one year, attendance
at the annual meeting slipped
to 3,150 from 20,109 the year
before.
But the professional hecklers
came with the crowds at most

The commission said the
decision follows years of
growing complaints about U. S.
carriers, known as "taxi
operators," flying hunting and
fishing parties from U. S.
centers into remote lakes and
rivers of northern Ontario.

big meetings, delighted to have
so many eyes on them as they
needled the corporate brass.
ight housekeeping
Management understandably
NASSAU/PARADISE
ISbegan to cool to the crowds.
.AND, Bahamas (UPI)A recent survey of opinion on
3uarding the western entrance
annual meetings from security
Nassau Harbor is the first
analysts who must attend them to
ifficial lighthouse of the
brought forth a considerable
amount of adverse comment. Bahamas, and the only harbor
Seacon tended by a keeper
Taplinger Associates, Inc., a
who visits each night and
New York City public relations
morning. Vacationers learn
firm, found that nearly 65 per
cent of the financial com- that the prominent landmark,
munity regarded annual located on 800-acre Paradise
meetings as more of a legalism Island, began ..its Vshining
or show than an opportunity to hours" with ceremonies back
in 1817.
inform shareholders.
The survey, as reported by
Alexander Hamilton Institute, Vacation records
WASHLNGTON (UPI) Inc., brought out such remarks
Americans who hit the road on
as the following:
"Professional show-offs are vacation this year will set new
records for mileage and
given too much time.
"Management should make expenditures, according to the
clear that the meeting will not American Automobile Associabe allowed to become a circus tion (AAA), which says they
will travel 280 billion miles and
or stage for exhibitionists."
Managements should decide spend $40 billion. All but $3
in advance how to react (to billion of the emienditures will
vacaboners !ming
provocative behavior) and be by
should request enforcement automobiles as their prilmary
authorities
to
remove transportation, says AAA.
demonstr ators." "

Woman Dies
Iii Cycle
Accident
FULTON, Ky., July 6 - Mrs.
mary Taylor, 19, of Union City

Mrs. Taylor was thrown from
the cycle and landed on her
head. Death resulted from a
fractured skull, according to
Trooper Todd.
Todd said neither Mrs. Taylor
or Morris was wearing a safety
helmet
Mrs. Taylor leaves her
mother, Mrs. Shirley Scott,
Union City; four sisters and two
brothers.
The body was removed to
Vanderford Funeral Home in
South FultOn.

r-

-Hire security guards . .
require entry permits. . . issue
grave warnings in advance."
The institute concluded that
the annual meeting is not on its
way out but is more likely to
increasingly
become an
responsive institution -in spite
of those on both sides of the
table who would misuse it.'
Charters barred
OTTAWA (UPI)- An older
barring U. S. charter aircraft
from wilderness lakes and
rivers in northwestern Ontario
has been issued by the
Canadian Transport Commission.

TUESDAY-JULY 6, 1971
Rt. 1, died at 10.10 p.m. this evening at Hillview Hospital from
injunes suffered in a motorcycle
accident.
State Trooper Louis E. Todd
said Mrs. Taylor was nding on
the back of a cycle driven by
Dewaye Morris, 14, of Water
Valley. The cycle hi( a chug
hole in the pavement in a Water
Valley residential area.

MINN

n.s. AIR FORCE RB-57F
WITH CAMERA PALLET
FLIES AT 60,000 FT.

ALTITUDE
RADAR

CAMERA
PORTS

AUSSIE QUAKE
MELBOURNE,
Australia
(UPI) - An earth tremor
cracked walls in hundreds of
homes and buildings in Melbourne suburbs and eastern
Victoria country areas today,
police said.

MULT1SPKTit AL
CAMEIAS

NIB.
AIL

Mayfield Man
Heads Rural
Letter Carriers
MAYFIELD, Ky., July 6 Virgil Gilliam, a 29-year veteran
of the Mayfield Post Office, was
elected president of the Kentucky Rural Letter Carriers Association at the group's 85th annual convention held July 4-8 in
Lexington.
Other officers chosen include
Walter Wagoner, Alvaton, vicepresident; Jean H. Blain, Dry
Ridge, secretary-treasurer, and
Thomas Proffitt, Paint Lick,
who was elected for a threeyear term on the association's
executive committee.
Morehead S.ate University
President Dr. Adroit Doran was
guest speaker at the association
banquet Monday night.

TELEVISION SCHEDULE
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7/SIX-TV
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Clammed 8
WEDNESDAY EVaNiNG PROGRAMS
:al NOM; WIN iisserts News; WIhr.i averts I Stream of Jewasfe

C-47 OVERFLIGHTS
UNIV. Of MICH.
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SCANNER
FUSS AT 5,000 FT
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Men at Law
Men at Law
Room 222
Wanted: Dead or AltveSmith Family
Movie:
modicar-Conier
"Prince at Players"
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Movie
Hawaii Itive-011
Hawaii Five-0
Movie
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14 DAY INTERVALS
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Movie
Dick Cavett
Dick raver

THURSDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
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Mice Douglas
Mike Douglas
Family Affair
Love of Life
Wh.e. Hart
Welror,Istit; News Seerch for Tomorrow
Is

11

Real McCors
Bozo
Bozo
limper Room
Hazel
Beverly Hillbillies
Dick
That V
err,"m
Bewitched
Love, American Whit

THURSDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
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SCATTERED
BLIGHT

00
7
A
7

HEAVY
BLIGHT

S
7f

SOURCE!
U.& DEPT. OF AGRICULTURE.
JUNE REPORT
-

SLIGHT FIGHT-Facing a continuing increase (lower map)• in southern corn leaf
blight, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, aided by NASA, has expanded a Corn
Blight Watch Experiment (top map), started in April, to 45,000 acres of selected
farm sites in seven states. The blight cut the expected corn crop about 15 per cent
in 1970, and the June, 1971, USDA report showed that 24 states now are infected.
A spy-type Air Force plane and a NASA low-level mapping plane are being used.
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Al World Turns
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SUMMER CLEARANCE
*

SALE STARTS THURSDAY, JULY 8
ONE GROUP

All Famous Brand

SUMMER SUITS

41

Must Go!
Regular Price

$65.00

$9.95

$3995

$ 1 9951°$3995

$55.00

$ 750

ONE GROUP

'49.95
45.00

$325°
$2995

'69.95
'65.00
'60.00
'55.00
'50.00
475O

SUITS
Values to '75.00

'1• 0°0

One Urge Group
GOLF & DRESS '14 to 120
1/2 Price

SLACKS
by Haggar, Jay-Mar, May Fais
Regular
Sale

4
41
41

$27.50
25.00
22.50
20.00
18.00
116.00
14.00

'1995
'18.50
'1 6.00
'1 5.00
'14.00
'1 2.00
'1 1.00

41

ONE GROUP

37 to 41 Regulars
38 to 42 Longs

Now
Men's Dress

REGULAR PRICE

SALE PRICE
$4500

Values to '85.00
Now

NOW

'100.00
95.00
89.95
'79.95
75.00
69.95

SPORT COATS

SUITS

41
41
4.
41

each

Most All Sizes!

SPORT COATS

Values to
'3995 t

13.

Now$1905

S6500

MEN'S

DRESS-SHOES 1.1-

cTPAW HATS

SLACKS

Red, white & blue, all white, black and
white, brown and white.

DRESS & SPORT

SHIRTS
Short Sleeve Solids
regular
110.00
8.00
17.50
7.00
6.00

11-

*

Reg. '21.00

Stripes & Fancy
SALE
7.5O'
'6.00
'5.75
'5.25
'4.50

Now$

ONE I ARGE GROUP

MEN'S

TIES
1/2 Price

1595

tia

ONE LARGE GROUP OF

SHOES 1
125 Pairs to Choose From

/2

ti•
Price:

41 CHECK THE OTHER ITEMS TOO
f
41

_t.

NUMEROUS TO MENTION.

GRAHAM.JACKSON
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
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